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What Do Gun Owners Think About Today’s National Issues? 

Your comments:

 
Response 

Count

  504

  answered question 504

  skipped question 1,020

Response Text

1 I truly believe things are going to get much worse before it gets better. Jul 20, 2010 2:39 AM

2 Many questions deserve separate answers but bottom line, the nation is in a total
mess.  Out of control government is spending us into disaster.  That of course is
part of the plan - ruin everything and then start over with full Socio-Marxist
reconstruction.  If you want to retain any semblance of true liberty folks, things
have gotta change, and soon.

Jul 20, 2010 2:39 AM

3 We must stop all these bills and lost of freedoms being put into place by Obama
and his thugs.  Take American back is the "Truth" that will stop this.  Obama is not
an American citizen and never was.....his bills are worth zero!  Impeach him and
then imprision all of them.

Jul 20, 2010 2:40 AM

4 REGARDING QUESTION # 48..It hasn't so far. A most excellent questionaire. As
far as my "I don't know answers"  these issues may clear up in time for a yes or
no answer.

Jul 20, 2010 2:41 AM

5 If the people cannot even stand up for the right of a young girl to blow bubbles at
a peaceful demonstration and instead allow her to be intimidated and arrested, I
cannot help but wonder what chance we have of ever pulling back from the brink
we are now on.  Too many people living in fear, too many still asleep.  Gd help us
all.

Jul 20, 2010 2:42 AM

6 Speech codes, i.e. "Political Correctness", are used (enacted) by emotionally
unstable people to ensure the survival of the speech of the "least fit" members of
society! A form of "Reverse Darwinism"!   author unknown

Jul 20, 2010 2:43 AM

7 good questions Jul 20, 2010 2:43 AM

8 I think this country will end up like Germany, a socialistic dictatorship or a
Communistic dictatorship? The difference is instead of a Jew hating socialistic
government, we have a ....... well, there is no difference! We have a Muslim
loving, Jew hating president that's out to destroy our free enterprise system and
way of life!

Jul 20, 2010 2:44 AM

9 Some tough questions without clear cut answers.  Many answers depend on so
much else that isn't mentioned.  A number of my answers were probably more
"wishful thinking" than actual truth.  Very interesting though.

Jul 20, 2010 2:44 AM

10 We have to vote these dictators out of office before all of our freedoms are gone
forever.

Jul 20, 2010 2:45 AM

11 Some questions were difficult to answer "yes" or "no" because they are more
complicated than just a "yes" or "no" answer and depend on specific
circumstances. For example, would I approve of a national sales tax if the IRS
and personal taxes were abolished? It would depend on how the national tax was
implemented. If it were structured by leveeing taxes throughout the manufactoring
process and selling process then no, I would not support that kind of national tax.
This is a type of tax Europe is thinking about.

Jul 20, 2010 2:46 AM
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12 None at this time Jul 20, 2010 2:47 AM

13 I was brought up under Communism and I don't understand why Americans are
using "Marxism" or "Socialism" to describe our current regime....We have a
Communist Muslim as a president!!!
   I think every person in this country should be armed and ready to fight for their
freedom.  But by all means DO NOT REGISTER your weapons.  Sooner or later
this government is going to confiscate all registered weapons.  It has happened in
other countries and IT WILL HAPPEN HERE IN THE US, TOO.

Jul 20, 2010 2:49 AM

14 I believe we are in the fight of our lives against an enemy, which has been
working to subjugate our republic for about 100 years. Whether we win or not will
be determined by how righteous our people are. Those who eschew Hashem will
in turn be eschewed by Him.

Jul 20, 2010 2:49 AM

15 I truly believe that in my life time we will see an armed revolt against an out of
control government, and illegal aliens. Americans are tired of having our futures
thrust upon us by elitist politicians that conveniently exempt themselves from the
very laws they enact.

Jul 20, 2010 2:50 AM

16 The time for talk is past. It is time to fight. Jul 20, 2010 2:50 AM

17 James Allen Wyatt, Jr.
Kosciusko, Miss. HS Class of 1956
Mississippi State Univ. Class of 1961
Soon to be 73 years of age and counting down to & looking forward to
 LIFT OFF COURTESY OF JESUS CHRIST!!!
A Mississippian; old, disabled  but always armed and knowledgeable as to
effective usage, 
Son of & apprentice to my Dear Dad, a gunsmith & rifle builder and certainly  
hopefully always to be  a real potential ever present danger to dangerous
adversaries ‘bent on’ doing harm to my loved ones & my country; especially those
that are ‘domestic’ !!!

Jul 20, 2010 2:50 AM

18 Things in this country will get worse before they get better but the spirit of the
American people will triumph in the end.

Jul 20, 2010 2:50 AM

19 I believe the "grassroots" organizations are getting more organized. I would hate
to see another civil wae, but it is entirely possible because the Liberals continue to
push socialism, and communism. We have been at war since WWll, so it can
easily continue.

Jul 20, 2010 2:52 AM

20 The government should get out of the school business.  Kids should get firearms
safety training, but not from the government.  Parents should have choice in
schools.

Jul 20, 2010 2:53 AM

21 good survey Jul 20, 2010 2:53 AM

22 great thought provoking questions! Jul 20, 2010 2:53 AM

23 Can we have MORE surveys?   At the very least, JPFO needs to know what we
think.

Jul 20, 2010 2:54 AM

24 In my life time I have never seen this country more divided then now, it appears to
be a deliberate act. I've worked all my life, actively involved in my community, my
state, and country, I am a combat veteran. I see politicans taking everything I've
worked for thru confiscation. I no longer trust any law enforcement, the line
between cops and crooks no longer exists, simply by the fact they trust no
civilians I don't trust them.  Politicans no longer take what they need, simply they
want it all. GREED.

Jul 20, 2010 2:55 AM

25 Too much of the Federal bureaucracy exists to waste money so that an elite few
can live on six-figure salaries for doing nothing.  Examples of this include, but are
not limited to, US Department of Education(Who do they educate?), Homeland
Security(USCG, USSS, and ICE would be better off without them.), BATFE(Take
a look back and ask yourself how we got along without them!), and the Presidents
various Czars(We are not Russians and where is the transparency?)

Jul 20, 2010 3:01 AM

26 IMPEACH OBAMA!!! Jul 20, 2010 3:01 AM
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27 Something has to be done very soon or this country will be lost forever. I don't see
this country uniting as one for a long time.It will require the re-education of several
generations for that to happen

Jul 20, 2010 3:02 AM

28 Question 22 asked about 'mandatory' firearms training. I answered no because I
don't believe ANYTHING should be MANDATORY.

Jul 20, 2010 3:02 AM

29 Where I answered I don't know, or gave no answer, it was because I don't know if
the majority of the American people will wake up, or that we have enough military
leadership that will wake up or shake off the thought that orders must always be
followed no mater what.  So much depends upon the American people pulling
their heads out of the sand in time.  A lot depends on whether the Elite have the
courage to come against us before people wake up and before our weapons are
confiscated.

Jul 20, 2010 3:03 AM

30 The first thing that need to be done is to remove the communist, muslem and his
family from the white house. Impeachment procedings need to be started now.
More damage has been done to this country in the past year and a half than has
been done by any other president.
I think term limits for elected officials needs to be started before the next election.

Jul 20, 2010 3:03 AM

31 SHOULD THE ORIGINAL CONSTITUTION BE RESTORED Jul 20, 2010 3:03 AM

32 I fear that The Obamanation in office will attempt to retain government control at
all costs. Many people will die if we allow  this pompus ass to continue to stir up
trouble. He looks for any excuse to declare Martial Law to avoid having November
elections. He is the typical poor administrator, keep everything stirred up so no
one realizes how incomptent he is. Unfortunately he will never be hung for treason
as he deserves.

Jul 20, 2010 3:04 AM

33 Peace through Strength.  Impeach Obama NOW.  Return to Capitalism.  
  The economy will not recover until the private sector is unchained from
government taxes and regulation and they begin to produce products, any
products.  Without productivity, jobs will not be created which is necessary for the
economy to come back.  Government jobs do not produce anything and are just a
giant drag on the economy.

Jul 20, 2010 3:06 AM

34 Some of my "I don't know" responses could have better been answered "Maybe." Jul 20, 2010 3:06 AM

35 Yes or No answers just don't suffice for this survey.  many of the questions really
require more of an answer than yes/no/don't know.  I don't have a hard and fast
yes/no answer to most of the questions.  i do know that we have to fight the
islamization of our country. The muslims have said time and again that they're not
here to be equal, but to be superior to everyone else.  Join or suffer.  join or die.
I'm ready to fight, even if the politicians aren't. In the words of the JDL, "Never
Again"

Jul 20, 2010 3:06 AM

36 Before posting another survey, please have someone check for grammar errors.  I
found several that required me to read the question twice and figure out what you
were trying to ask.  Thanks.

Jul 20, 2010 3:07 AM

37 Regarding the "Media" in questions 7 and 15, I think the Media is seriously
polarized and encouraging a polarization of the American Public, since the
"mainstream media" often reports on a story one way, and Fox and others report
that same story much differently.  This leads to making civil discussion impossible,
as each side refuses to accept the basis of their opposition's "facts and truth,"
since that is based on biased news reports from prejudiced news businesses.

Jul 20, 2010 3:08 AM

38 Some of the questions are impossible to have an opinion about, as worded. Jul 20, 2010 3:08 AM

39 Very good questions, Thought provoking but oh so possible. Keep up the good
work. Thanks for all your hard work .

Jul 20, 2010 3:10 AM

40 God Bless the USA Jul 20, 2010 3:10 AM

41 Obama and his minions are trying to destroy this great land of ours.  He may
succeed.  Know any good places to move?  We are in very deep trouble.  I am 68
years old and I have never been so worriied about the survival of my country.  I'm
not sure I recognize it even now.

Jul 20, 2010 3:11 AM
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42 8.  a nation based on Judeo-Christian values.  So many crimes have been
committed against people in the name of their deity.  Christianity was introduced
to the western hemisphere when Columbus brought the Inquisition to the
indigenous people of the Carribbean.  The "good Christians" who invaded North
America slaughter indigenous wildlife for the sake of their imported livestock.
These "good Christians" abuse animals horribly in the livestock industry and with
the traps they still use.  They have no conscience, no accountability when it
comes to their treatment of animals.  "Good white Christians" would not allow
Africans into their churches because they claimed the black people had no souls.
Native American children have suffered horribly from sexual and physical abuses
done to them by Christians, whether Catholic, Mormon, or otherwise.  Christians
have been destroying indigenous spirituality for at least 1600 years.  Too often,
people use Christianity to avoid accountability.  Domestic violence was not
tolerated in North America until Bible toting Europeans invaded and took over.  No
way in hell should America remain a nation based on christian values.  One of my
favorite bumper stickers reads "Jesus, save me from your followers."

Jul 20, 2010 3:12 AM

43 Question 40.... I don:t think there are enough "true patriotic Americans" willing to
fight a tyranical government to have any success. Most gun owners I know
personally won"t even admit to the fact the NRA leadership is anti-2nd
amendment These NRA members would rather keep funding their precious NRA
than to do what is right and join the REAL PROTECTORS of Firearms
Ownership....JPFO and GOA.

Jul 20, 2010 3:14 AM

44 I think we are a cross road and depending on the direction we turn will determine
our future

Jul 20, 2010 3:15 AM

45 The Democrats and the Rinos have commited treason and the sooner they are
arrested, tried and hung the better.

Jul 20, 2010 3:16 AM

46 YOU PRESENT SOME VERY TOUGH BUT FAIR AND INSIGHTFUL
QUESTIONS.

Jul 20, 2010 3:16 AM

47 Some of the questions were not really "Yes or No" type questions without full
thought and consideration. Frankly some of them are situations I had not
considered, while others are difficult to make a snap call on. This Great Country of
Ours is on a Moral & Financial Decline, and Politicians and their "Backers" are
running it into an early grave. Doubtless many who Love and Respect what our
Forefathers put down on parchment all those years ago will not stand by and
watch it be ruined. We are all responsible for what has transpired, and must take
further responsibility for cleaning it up. I for one plan on doing just that and have
with the power of knowledge, backed up by the iron my forefathers provided me
with, I will not allow this Country to be taken over by a bunch of commie self
serving buracrats... PERIOD!

Jul 20, 2010 3:17 AM

48 1 Government regulation and freedom are mutually exclusive.
3 This country is run by fascists, not socialists.

Jul 20, 2010 3:17 AM

49 JPFO and GOA are much appreciated by this patriot. Keep the good work. Jul 20, 2010 3:17 AM

50 I'm sorry to say this jpfo, but I am Jewish and this must be said.  Although I
support your stance on the Bill of Rights and gun ownership, I cannot support you
on zionism.  Judaism and zionism are diametrically opposed.  Judaism is a
religion and zionism is a satanic Jewish statist power cult.  You need to start
telling the world that 9/11 was an inside job committed by our zionist controlled
government.  I understand that Mr. Zellman is a Holocaust survivor.  Although the
Jews that I am descended from came from Germany in 1880, and I did not have
family in the Holocaust let me say that I am sorry for your experiences in that
tragic time.  Start preaching the truth that with the end of zionism there will be a
better chance for world peace.

Jul 20, 2010 3:18 AM

51 as in most things, the most extreme rendering will likely somehow be avioded.
most people just want to live their lives without interference.
 government, grown too large, will interfere.
 when the friction becomes to intense, fire will result.

Jul 20, 2010 3:18 AM
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52 1.) The private Federal Reserve Banks are destroying our currency and our
economy. The Fed must be audited and then ABOLISHED.  Congress must
simply print all money DIRECTLY.  Our current money is a fiat currency yet we
are in perpetual debt as a nation.  This is due to the private Fed - the US Treasury
prints I Bills and T Notes which are sold to the Fed for dollars.  IF most US
citizens understood that our nation is in perpetual debt due to the control of dollars
by the private Federal Reserve, we could very quickly abolish the Fed and begin
on the path to prosperity.  The excellent documentary "America: From Freedom to
Fascism" should be widely circulated and viewed by as many US citizens as
possible.  

2.) We MUST repeal both NAFTA and GATT to begin rebuilding our industrial
factories.  IF both GATT and NAFTA were repealed we could very quickly protect
mfg. in our country and this would help create sustainable long term job growth.
This would also help Mexico's economy and help reduce illegal immigration. 

3.) In order to secure our borders quickly and at no cost to our country we should
immediately (1) Close all Mexican consulates and the Mexican embassy.  Over 50
Mexican consulates and their embassy issue the Matricula Consular card.
Without this card illegal alien Mexicans could not function in the USA - they would
lose the ability to open bank accounts, obtain many govt. services, etc.  (2) The
States due to the failure of the federal government to enforce existing immigration
laws must enact legislation similar to AZ and ALSO make it illegal for any private
business or govt. agency to accept the Matricula Consular card as a valid form of
identification.   
      
4.) States must begin to understand the power of the 9th and 10th amendments
and begin to NULLIFY all illegal (unconstitutional) legislation passed in DC. We
can not trust any courts or judges to nullify Obamacare, for example.  The states
must nullify Obamacare.  The States should also begin to nullify the illegal 1968
omnibus gun registration law and nullify or refuse to recognize the authority of all
federal agencies such as the BATFE that are used to enforce illegal laws.   

5.) ALL GMO (genetically modified) foods should be made illegal.  Once again
since the corrupt criminals in DC refuse to protect our food it's up to the States to
pass laws outlawing all GMO food.   

6.) The States must also pass laws outlawing the toxic additive of fluoride in our
water.  The Nazis fluoridated the water - they did not care about allegedly
reducing dental decay but they did want a docile population.

7.) The States must pass laws forbidding any federal control or “regulation” (e.g.,
by the FCC) of the internet.

Jul 20, 2010 3:20 AM

53 There were some questions that were roughly about whether I thought the
Socialist, Liberal elite, power hungry people that were elected to the Presidency
and a Majority in the House and Senate, would be successful in their agenda of
changing this country into a Socialist, government controlled country with either
Radical Muslim or Godless values. I voted that I don't know because that is still up
in the air. I think it is possible to prevent this if all of the
Judeo/Christian/Conservative citizens pulled together and were firm in "throwing
the rascals out!" of office. I pray to G-d that this will happen but I also know that G-
d has said in the Scriptures that if we would all individually repent and return to
Him that He would forgive us and heal our land. I pray that He gives us the Grace
to do that. G-d bless all of you in JPFO!

Jul 20, 2010 3:20 AM
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54 I think conditions in this country are going to get a lot worse before (or if) they get
better.  Freedom can only exist when there are limitations on government
imposed by the principle of individual rights.  America was established as a
republic, under which the state is restricted to protecting individual rights.  This is
not a system of ‘democracy.’  If we are to survive we must stop confusing
democracy with freedom.  The principle we need to support is not the unlimited
rule of the majority, but the inalienable rights of the individual.  In addition, a huge
threat this country faces right now is islamic imperialism.  We need to stop
sacrificing our soldiers in foreign wars, stop being “politically correct” and start
fighting an ideological war with islam.  Islam is not a 'religion', it is a totalitarian
political system.  We cannot uproot the islamic threat by thwarting a few terrorists
here and there.  Nor can we do it by attempting to establish “democracies” in
places that harbor terrorists.  The crusade for democracy in muslim countries is
absurd.  We have no responsibility to “coddle” the world.  This country must act in
its own self interest and stop trying to “spread liberty” in other nations.  That is
counter productive.  For decades our dominant response to islamist aggression
has been a destructive policy of appeasement.  US leaders refuse to recognize
the nature and severity of this threat.  And right now we have an administration
that is actively working to destroy this country and everything that our founding
fathers died for.  As well as a populace that is more concerned with their favorite
TV shows then they are with the status of the country or any political ideology.
Frankly, I fear that this country is going to get exactly what it deserves.

Jul 20, 2010 3:22 AM

55 We're in scairy times. Keep up the good work. I'm not so sure we will survive the
next 2 to 6 years...I'm not so sure an "incident" will not be used to take our
freedoms away buy the liberal administration.

Jul 20, 2010 3:23 AM

56 For the most part, the questions do not offer enough choices; at very least there
should be an option for N/A.  Like most surveys, I believe this very likely could be
slanted to advance the agenda of those asking the survey.  We need old
fashioned, common sense, conservative thinking to even have a chance to turn
things around.

Jul 20, 2010 3:24 AM

57 Good survey - no comments. Jul 20, 2010 3:25 AM

58 WAKE UP AMERICA Jul 20, 2010 3:27 AM

59 The tree of Liberty is going to be refreshed. G-d help us all. Jul 20, 2010 3:33 AM

60 I appreciate the work of the JPFO. Jul 20, 2010 3:33 AM

61 I have issues with the formulation of your survey questions.  EG.  Would you
consider purchasing an electric vehicle?  Currently, no.  In the future if the vehicle
rivaled the gasoline engine in range, comforts, and acceleration, it's very possible.
Another question about professional politicians vs. part-time one's doesn't address
the real issue.  Why was the house of representatives limited to it's current
membership size in the early 1900s?  Would professional politicians be ok if the
congressional membership actually represented the people based on the
population ratio mandated by the founding fathers?  Possibly.  What about the
Supreme Court?  Are we really supposed to have Federally Appointed Judges
interpreting issues with Federal law?  Isn't the the fox guarding the hen house?
Tom Woods brings up these and other excellent points in his book "Nullification".
I'd suggest you put that on your reading list Aaron!

Jul 20, 2010 3:34 AM

62 Some of these questions are about issues too complex for a simple yes/no
answer, which is why so many of my responses were "I don't know."

Jul 20, 2010 3:34 AM

63 Question 9 asks about self-defense and god's law.  I am an Objectivist and an
atheist.  Objectivism states that self-defense is ethical and abhors
collectivism/statism of any kind.  Under Objectivism ethics replace morals
because morals are handed down from a supernatural being and we do not
recognize the existence of such a being.

Jul 20, 2010 3:37 AM
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64 The oath of office for officers has no expiration date and it is to uphold and defend
the Constitution against all and does not have a oath of loyalty to the President as
does the enlisted ranks.

I'd just as soon die a peaceful death in about 40 more years, when I'm 104 years
old.  But Patrick Henry said it,

Jul 20, 2010 3:39 AM

65 Thank you for this. I shall forward to as many people as possible. Jul 20, 2010 3:41 AM

66 Best damn survey I have ever seen. :-) Jul 20, 2010 3:42 AM

67 I had to answer "I don't know" to many because "yes" or "no" was too simplistic for
the ramifications and the depth of the question.

Jul 20, 2010 3:45 AM

68 I would like to comment on the personal income tax. The personal income tax
does Not apply to the average american and never has. The book income tax:
shattering the myths by Dave Champion, details the entire fraudulent
misapplication of the income tax and points out who is liable for income tax. The
federal government can not impose and national sales tax for the same reason it
can't impose the income tax on the average american. The government is acting
way outside its bounds of power granted and that includes taxation. The powers
delegated to the federal government are few and defined. 1 of the big
misunderstandings Is that americans do not know what their inalienable rights are
and therefore allow government to neglect its main purpose of maintaining and
securing inalienable rights. The power to tax is the power to destroy. To allow
government to convert our rights to some government granted priveleges or to
allow government to ignore its true purpose of securing our rights is un-american
and anti liberty.

Jul 20, 2010 3:47 AM

69 We have 2 choices as I see it:
Take back our country by revolution or any other means at hand.

Become a land of sheeple being led wherever those in charge want us to go.

Jul 20, 2010 3:49 AM

70 excellent. Jul 20, 2010 3:49 AM

71 I hope all politicians read this survey. Thank you for providing it. Jul 20, 2010 3:50 AM

72 There are a few "weasel-word" questions here, but all-in-all it's a pretty fair survey.
I found myself answering "I don't know" more often than I liked, because of
question ambiguity.

Jul 20, 2010 3:51 AM

73 All questions:   There is a distinct difference between "can happen", "might
happen", "will happen" or "won't happen".   The survey does not take into account
these distinctions.  I think it should.

Jul 20, 2010 3:52 AM

74 Obama is the worst case president at the worst case time in our history. This guy
knows nothing about what he is doing, and it shows and it is something I have
sent him mail on many times. He is a comunity Organizer from Chicago and that
in all is just killing America now. You have my permissione to use this in any way
you want!

Jul 20, 2010 3:53 AM

75 I fear for the future of our children.  A liberal minority is dismantling the traditions
and strengths of our culture and country.  Anyone opposing them is being
branded racist and/or worse..the majority needs to take action to stop the direction
things are moving in before all that made this country great ceases to exist.

Jul 20, 2010 3:56 AM

76 National Socialism is alive and well in the democrap party. Jul 20, 2010 3:56 AM
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77 Don't know how this mess we're in is going to turn out, but at present, it appears
that the Super Elite Ruling Class has the rest of us in their crosshair sights several
different ways that will end in millions of Americans being killed off before all is
said and done. I think that what is coming to America alone will make both WWI
and WWII small wars in comparison. I also think America, as we once knew it, is
already a "Dead man walking." I just hope we can create a land zone where the
rest of the world will forget about us and let us live under the "old principles" of
Judao-Christianity where people can respect one another and live the "Golden
Rule." I'm sick and tired of all that this NWO bunch is throwing at us and the rest
of the world. I am retired, born in 1940, and I cannot get over seeing the
socialistic/facist/communistic things that have finally come to occur here in
America, as well as the rest of the world. Seeing these criminal/professional
politicians and the Big Corp/Banksters take over the world is sickening to me. I'm
ready to fight what ever I can fight against to just assert opposition. I just don't see
anything happening to oppose all of this and I don't see how it can just keep going
on. I'm waiting for a catalytic event or a "William Wallace" to go against these Rich
Ruler Kings who think we are all Proles/Scum/Little People. I want to see some of
these cowardly self proclaimed "gods" to get paybacks before I check out of here,
and I'm an old man. Guess I've seen too much in this world already and it's all
getting worse and worse. It's a nightmare to me. 
Thanks for allowing me to take the survey and to make my frustrating comments.
Keep up the good work GOA. I quit the NRA after they "sold us out."

Jul 20, 2010 3:57 AM

78 I'm trying to figure out how our country went to hell during my adulthood...I believe
that the tree of freedom needs some nurishing per T jefferson's quote.....

Jul 20, 2010 3:57 AM

79 I would have liked for there to have been a comment section for each question, as
some of them appear to be 'leading.'

I'd rather have provided a different 'other' reply, with the ability to qualify the 'other'
choice.

Jul 20, 2010 3:59 AM

80 The damage this administration has done is beyond repair.  The politicians are far
worse than socialists.  They are doing exactly what Hitler and Mussolini  (fascists)
did.  The conservative politicians have yet to demonstrate that they have the
backbone for any kind of fight.  I am affraid they may win the election and lay back
and wallow in their luxury like they did the 10 years they did nothing in the 90s.
This administration is very likely to antagonize the American people to incite civil
unrest and they are also likely to buy some terrorists to do damage so they can
declare martial law and suspend elections.  With our military overseas, it is very
likely they will bring in UN peacekeepers or Chinese military...Oh, maybe they will
recruit illegals and make them peacekeepers to stop all the prayer warriors and
law abiding threats to tyranny...

Jul 20, 2010 4:00 AM

81 I think eventually there has to be an uprising of the people who believe in God &
the constitution. The 2010 election, or lack there of, may just be the catalist
needed for this to happen.

Jul 20, 2010 4:02 AM

82 We are on a road and the name of that road is the BROKEN ROAD and the
POINT of NO RETURN is just Ahead. This is were we start to enter the Valley of
Darkness which has only one way in with No way out, forever!!

TO FIGHT AND CONQUER IN ALL YOUR BATTLES IS NOT SUPREME
EXCELLENCE; SUPREME EXCELLENCE CONSISTS IN BREAKING THE
ENEMY’S RESISTANCE WITHOUT FIGHTING.

Jul 20, 2010 4:04 AM

83 Some of the answers I would have answered "I sure as Hell HOPE so!, if that
choice would have been given.

Jul 20, 2010 4:05 AM
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84 First; I believe that private gun ownership is the first line of defense against a
totalitarian government.
Second; I belive that the lifestyle and beliefs of Jesus Christ exemplify all that is
good in humanity.
Third; I have read the Khoran and I see that there are several, actually many,
inconsistancies and hypochrasies that 'True' believers subscribe to.
Finally; There is no law against susceding from the Union. I believe it's time.

Jul 20, 2010 4:06 AM

85 Good for you for asking tough questions.  Our republic is going to hell at warp
speed.  It will be very hard to put on the brakes, but brake we must.  We may be
able to survive one term of Sheikh Obama, but I don't think we can survive the
people that elected him.

Jul 20, 2010 4:06 AM

86 Our Country will survive one or two terms of a Marxist like Obama.  We will not
survive the actions of a majority of morons that elect his kind!

Jul 20, 2010 4:06 AM

87 Thanks for a great survey.....All Americans should complete this and forward to
others....WAKE UP AMERICA.

Jul 20, 2010 4:09 AM

88 hope to be able to protect and defend my freedom an faml if needed. Jul 20, 2010 4:14 AM

89 Too many of the questions were framed in a manner I couldn't give an accurate
portrayal of my beliefs.  Too many were too simplistic while I felt I was being led to
answer inaccurately.  I have definite feelings about everything in the survey but
those feelings will never be known with a survey with those types of questions.  I
believe you underestimate people's ability to write their own essays.  I wonder if
you were equating Jews with the nation of Israel, two different things I hope.

Jul 20, 2010 4:15 AM

90 9. Have you chosen to live by G-d’s Law for your own self defense?  I don't know
what "for your own self-defense" has to do with it, but I hesitate to say yes
because I don't define "G-d's Law the way many people do.
12. Do you think the government is doing enough to prevent another “9-11”
event? 
 I think government is doing everything possible to prevent SOMEONE ELSE from
causing another 9/11 event, but not itself.
13. Do you think we’ll have a significant terrorist event before the November
elections?  I think we are very likely to have an event government will CLAIM is
another terrorist event before the November elections.  "October Surprise" has a
long tradition, beginning with the Bolshevik Revolution.
22. Should firearm safety training be a standard mandatory course in high school?
It's availability should be mandatory (i.e., schools should not be allowed to opt out)
but should not be mandatory for students.
27. Do illegal aliens in America pose a threat to your freedom?  Yes, but not
nearly so much as politicians who want us all to have biometric ID cards using
illegal aliens as the excuse.  This is a prime example of the Hegelian Formula in
operation.
33. Do you believe the phrase “Worse is better”?  I'm not familiar with any
common usage of the phrase, so I would have to understand the context in which
it is used.
39. Should illegal aliens be given full citizenship for serving in the U S military?
ILLEGAL aliens should not be allowed in the military.  However, military service
should be mandatory for legal aliens applying for citizenship (of the right age, etc.)
40. Is America headed towards a revolution against a tyrannical and
un–Constitutional government?  Government is headed toward a revolution
against the Constitution of the United States and the People who, in that
document, extend their limited Consent to be Governed.  There will be a
revolution, but Government is the one revolting, and the people will be trying to
stop it.
52. Should career politicians be replaced with part time legislatures who also work
in the private sector?  That's an interesting question.  I would like an extensive
analysis and debate before I make up my mind on that one.

Jul 20, 2010 4:16 AM
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91 Regarding question 7, I think both the lamestream media and the pols are
dangerous.
Qyestion 11:  Through my "sources" (such as they be) in the military, I'm
convinced the military will not attack American citizens(see below).
No. 37: I think it should be taught, but if it is to be mandatory, that decision should
be made at the local level.
No. 50:  Actually the federal reserve (no caps for that outfit) should be abolished.
Back to the military:  I wish I could go into detail here, but can't, not on the internet
Thank you, Sir.

Jul 20, 2010 4:17 AM

92 Aaron, For me personally and I feel that in general this survey is dangerous as it
is so over simplified as to very likely cause wrong conclusions to be drown from
the answers given.

Bob Kirk

Jul 20, 2010 4:19 AM

93 RE:#11. It will be UN troops who are called in to put down rebellion. Jul 20, 2010 4:19 AM

94 Thank you for this survey! Keep up the great work! G-d bless you! Jul 20, 2010 4:20 AM

95 The military is not an enemy to the people of the US. I know of generals in the
Joint Chief of Staff Office that are discussing the problem  of marshal law and how
they would respond. There are a few that are political in nature and they will do
anything that the "Commander and Chief" directs, but the large majority of the
military from the top generals on down will not follow orders directed at US
citizens. These are truly honorable men and they will not sell their souls to the
devil in the WH.

Jul 20, 2010 4:20 AM

96 I wouldn't consider buying an electric powered vehicle cause I don't drive. Jul 20, 2010 4:22 AM

97 AMERICA WILL SURVIVE.......THOSE WHO ARE AGAINST IT WILL NOT Jul 20, 2010 4:23 AM

98 Term limits are needed for politicians. Jul 20, 2010 4:24 AM

99 Time for a " REVOLUTION " Jul 20, 2010 4:25 AM

100 I pray that the military will side with the people, but I'm afraid that coercion,
intimidaton, and bribery will make many follow orders. I believe that firearms
safety should be taught in kindergarden, and firearms training taught in 1st - 12th
grades.

Jul 20, 2010 4:26 AM

101 I wanted to answer "I hope so" to Q's 1,2,4,10,14,&18. #7-Politicians are more
dangerous, but a lying media is just as bad. #15-I don't approve of muzzling any
media - but a lying &/or an omitting media should be held accountable. #30-I think
many Americans are willing to use arms against anyone who wants to take more
of our freedom away. #33-I needed more info - what context? #39-Illegal aliens
shouldn't be allowed to serve in the military - they have no respect for our laws.
#48-I think liberal politicians are getting scared and will push harder for National
gun control, and global gun control. Summary: Our freedoms and our country are
in real trouble - the Socialist/Communist/Marxist/Radical elements in our
government must be stopped from doing permanent damage; and we must get
back to our Constitution as it was written, not how it's been interpreted in the last
100 or so yrs.

Jul 20, 2010 4:27 AM

102 "Do you think the government is doing enough to prevent another “9-11” event?"
All they would need to do is refrain from committing false flag attacks.  Rouge
elements within our own power structure were directly responsible for 9-11 -- and
many others. 

"Should firearm safety training be a standard mandatory course in high school?"
Any and all government involvement in education should be completely
eliminated.

Jul 20, 2010 4:28 AM

103 Some of the questions were either too broad or too narrow in scope.  Also, I could
answer a question a certain way and someone meaning the opposite could
answer the same way, the difference being what the question meant to them.

Thank you for the opportunity though.

Jul 20, 2010 4:29 AM
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104 I have a new web site (not yet posted) http://www.referendumusa2010.com which
asks: shall the United States of America continue as a Democratic Republic or
become a socialist state? Wording is slightly different.

This year's elections (if held) I believe will be a watershed. One from which there
may be no returning.

We have seen several instances where our military has attack our citizens. The
Waco attack on The Branch Davidians is perhaps the most egregious

George Rowe

Jul 20, 2010 4:34 AM

105 It might be too late for our generation, and maybe the next, but it IS possible we
recover America to its rightful standing in the world ONLY WITH POLITICANS
WHO HAVE A BACKBONE AND REAL VALUES!

Jul 20, 2010 4:35 AM

106 Thank you, I will share this! Jul 20, 2010 4:36 AM

107 Good survey.  Some of the answers could have been maybe, depending on how
soon Americans, as a whole, wake up to the truth.

Jul 20, 2010 4:39 AM
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108 #1 only people can restore them.
#2 If it does survive it will be a shocking surprise! 
#3 Socialist or socialism has been in play for a very long time. WAKE UP
AMERICA!
#4 Those who vote decide nothing, Those who count the vote decide everything.
#5 They always screw the people in the end.
#6 If we strike where would they get any money from?
#7 Media is a propaganda machine,including Fox and MSNBC
#8 What ever religious values people want that's their business, as long as its not
forced on others.
#9 Those tha come to kill you, strike them lethal blow.
#10 Why not? Got to break up the monotony every once in awhile.
#11 Three Words - Continuity Of Congress
#12 The Government only cares about doing enough to cover their criminal and
thuggish acts up.
#13 That's like trying to estimate when you are going to pass gas, but is unlikely
unless of course it is manufactured.
#14 Maybe...who knows..
#15 Yes I would display it!. Take every talking head on the medias including the
cable medias and I will display it.
#16 That's a no brainer. Of course it will! And there will be someone or people
some where that will profit off of it , either better or worse. Some one will profit
from it.
#17 Why hasn't this happened already?
#18 NAFTA
#19 It's already here
#20 On it's way soon
#21 I don't know any one it helped!
#22 It should always be optional, that responsibility should be left to the parents of
the child. Parents should teach the children not a Government funded and
operated school- Thats crazy!
#23 So the child's parents that took the course gets off scott free?
#24 FCC! cough,cough,cough! They should never have the power to censor
anything.
#25 They'll tax the dead if they have to.
#26 See my #25 response. Absolutely not!
#27 No, it's F&^ ed up laws that pose a threat!
#28 Yes!
#29 Anyway they an get money they will get it.
#30 Highly doubtful.
#31 You can bet your arse it will. too many service men and women have
family,would you attack your own mother,wife or daughter?
#32 If that day comes, then we all loose. What good is Liberty and freedom when
force or coercion thumps out a religion? We have a right to defend ourselves and
others if needed. I don't have the right to force anyone out because I dis-agree
with their religious beliefs.
#33 Worse is never better.
#34 That's a no brainer!
#35 With troops home , who would thy be attacking or occupying ? Our military is
for defense only, not offense!
#36 Of course it will , and it will be touted that is something urgently needed that
will reduce the deficit and or "secure our freedoms and way of life"
#37 Again this is where I believe it's the parents step to take to educate their
children.
#38 Ask Dick Armey, he likes to fund them and call it "grass roots" Beware of
elitist funding social political upheavals!
#39 They are good enough to get shot at and put their lives in danger.. why not?
#40 You can bet your bottom dollar. "The Revolution will not be televised"
#41 They done it before and will do it again.
#42 They are succeeding, slowly but surely.
#43 Fuck the U.N.,WTO, WHO and everything else associated with it.
#44 Many of times, it goes in one ear , out the other with a few. But, some take it
into consideration.
#45 I'll accept no taxes
#46 See my #45 reply
#47 Yes I have it together with my "End The Fed" video. I call them my sister
video collection.
#48 Who knows what influences politicians except back room deals, scandals and
lining their pockets with blood money. 
#49 Yup just as much as I believe  Al Gore is dropping the pounds!
#50 Audited, assets liquidated and abolished, and every one involved with that
racket hung at high noon! 
#51 Why have paper when we can have gold and silver?
#52 They should be replaced by the common everyday person.
#53 Electricity bill is high enough as it is.. No I won't consider an electric
automobile.

Jul 20, 2010 4:40 AM
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109 #12:  Yes, there will be a "9/11" event but this will be staged not by foreign forces,
but by agents of this administration and its allies.
#18:  No, the US does not have sufficiently trained people to bring back
manufacturing to any significant level.  This is due to our educational system and
the destruction of it incentives to properly teach math and science.
#22.  Education whether it is about firearms or mathematics should not be
mandated by the Government because such mandates have given us our current
terrible education.   We should encourage people to love education and to reward
those that obtain knowledge of their own free will.   Failure is a proper option to
the slothful.
#24.  Government should have have the power to censor anything.  The market
should reward people via employment for not reading porn or such passion
producing literature like Common Sense or The Federalist papers --- if you allow a
government to censor one it will censor anything  see what currently passes for
"respected" journalism if you doubt this.
#51  Quaint Idea but there is not sufficient Ag Au to back our currency let alone
the worlds balances.
#26.  Taxes on Guns and Ammo could be taxed at the same sales taxes rates as
clothing and there should not be a means to trace theses taxes to an individual
since this would map to firearm ownership and use.   
#46ff.   A national sales tax would be acceptable if the taxes was on the good or
service purchased but not a VAT tax since this leaves too much confiscating
authority to bureaucrats.  The problem is not taxation per se but in the
government spending.

Jul 20, 2010 4:42 AM

110 I find it hard to believe that the liberals believe as they appear to, it is so far from
reality that I keep thinking that they are just kidding.  I do believe that the dumbing
down of our children and our failure to teach our children how to love learning is
doing long term damage to our countries future.  History is important, warts and
all.

Jul 20, 2010 4:47 AM

111 A question about the charge of Treason was left out of this survey...I wonder why? Jul 20, 2010 4:47 AM

112 Keep up the good work.  Thanks. Jul 20, 2010 4:48 AM

113 Blessings to all of you for the work you do  !! Jul 20, 2010 4:52 AM

114 The substantial number of "I don't know"  answers were tough - I do expect the
worst - I never thought I would see so many stupid old jews proudly  voting fascist
after only 60 years.. I expect another pogrom, it is only a matter of time - will there
be a false flag or several? will there be an election in Nov? I really "Don't know".

Jul 20, 2010 4:53 AM

115 I feel that we may be headed for a full blown revolution in the next year...I hope
I'm wrong and that we can actually begin to get back on track in Nov...but I'm not
convinced. We have been hijacked by traitors...the Republican party is gutless
and spineless and the democrats are dangerously out of touch. Our founding
fathers went  to war for a whole lot less that what have been dumped on us.

Jul 20, 2010 4:56 AM

116 We will resolve this,  We must fight for God's gift of free will for all people.  I pray
that we can find a peaceful solution.

Jul 20, 2010 5:00 AM

117 It remains unclear what the near future will bring but the potential for dramatic
change, better or worse, is great.

Jul 20, 2010 5:02 AM

118 Clinton-Bush-Obama have done incredible damage to our nation. These Ivy
League punks should all be prosecuted for treason, lying to the American people,
advocating illegal laws, and treason again. These boys think there will be no
consequences for their arrogance. But in our universe, there are always
consequences. Even to Ivy Leaguers. 
I think John Bolton and Michelle Bachman should be the 2012 R presidential
ticket.

Jul 20, 2010 5:02 AM
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119 I answered I don't know to several of the questions because I'm a Christian and
I believe both the Old Testament and the New Testament of the Bible. I can see G
d at work in this Country and I believe America is being punished by G d for
interfering in Israel's/G d's  Business. Thats why I answered I don't know to  a lot
of the questions. I do believe we are living in the last days Obama, is doing
everything he can to cause America's Economy to collapse and or reduce our
Security on our Borders so Terrorist can make a big Strick and Kill
Hundreds of Thousands  or Millions of Americans so Marshall Law can be put
in place. The I believe the Church of Jesus Christ  ( The Bride) will be caught up
into Heaven to be with The LORD FOREVER MORE! Ref: 1st Thessalonians
Chapter 4 and Verses 13 thru 18. New Testament King James Bible. Then the
Anti Christ (The Man of Sin) will come on the World
 Scene  and a Seven Year Peace Treaty will be made with Israel after a big War
involving Israel and Syria (Damascus will become a Ruinous Heap), Lebanon,
Turkey and Iran. Many will die maybe millions! This has nothing to do with
(December 21, 2012 This is False Prophecy)! I'm talking about Bible
Prophecy, Daniel, Ezekiel Chapters 37, 38,& 39, Zechariah Chapters 8 thru 14,
most of the Minor Prophets, all these are in the Old Testament. Then you have
the New Testament Prophecies, Matthew Chapter 24 & Verses 1 thru 51, and The
Revelation of Jesus Christ Chapters 1 thru Chapter  22.
REPENT FOR THE TRULY IS NEAR!         Robert Briggs Retired USNAVY

Jul 20, 2010 5:07 AM

120 Thanks for this survey, I hope that it helps...... Jul 20, 2010 5:13 AM

121 Q#53 - Electric vehicles are another step down in efficiency from the power
source - no advantage to environment

Jul 20, 2010 5:21 AM

122 The end of the republic is near.  Many folk that I know do not expect to survive the
fight.  Death is preferable to servitude.  So be it.

Jul 20, 2010 5:21 AM

123 Many of my answers are based on the current Socialist/Marxist ideology
espoused by the current elected elected representatives and their advisers.

Jul 20, 2010 5:25 AM

124 firearms training was offerred when i was in the 8 grade in WV. shooting was
considered so essential that i was taught to shoot by my parents before i could
read,and i could read at age 5. fire and safe were some of the first words i had to
learn.

Jul 20, 2010 5:34 AM

125 Many of my answers are only valid if we are able to change the course starting
this November.  If that fails to happen then we are all in for a disaster on the order
of the great depression.  If we don't get some leadership in stopping the radical
terrorists who hide behind the Muslem religion while seeking to dominate the
world, then we will look to Isreal as a safe place in comparison to what will be
happening here!

Jul 20, 2010 5:47 AM

126 Although I am prob ably too old to participate,I would like to see a revolution come
to our country, wiping out socialists and their institutions...

Bill

Jul 20, 2010 5:54 AM

127 I am more concerned by repressive acts by government to control terrorism,
illegal aliens, global warming and so on than I am about these problems. 
I can see a very small tax on weapons as part of a general sales tax, however i
am bitterly opposed to a high enough tax to reduce sales. 
Tell me what kind of tech you mean by electric powered cars. Are we talking 500
year nuclear batteries and zero to sixty in 4 seconds or cheapy two hundred mile
between charges and no accelleration to speak of?
I can imagine a world state, but I insist it be based on the principals of the
American Bill of Rights, not those of a socialist dystopia. the realities of
international trade and  ease of communication necessitate this. remember you
are theoretically about 45 minutes from anyplace on Earth mas o menos (ok I'm
from West Texas) and we are going to have to have some kind of international
mechanism to guarantee rights to match this.

Jul 20, 2010 6:12 AM
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128 A few of your questions were worded in ways which prevented me from giving a
more specific, truth-bearing answer. Over all, it was a pleasing survey to take. I
am glad someone asks realistic questions such as those you've amassed here.
Thank you for all the good work you do.

Jul 20, 2010 6:18 AM

129 Can God bless America? God is no longer blessing America as He once did. God
is removing His hand of blessing from America because our leaders will not
execute murders and convicted perverts. There should be no life sentences or
“death row.” Justice delayed is justice denied. One of the ways that the Lord can
punish a nation is to have that nation destroyed by another nation. Another way to
punish a nation is to spiritually blind the people of that nation so that they elect
bad leaders for themselves. This is the moral equivalent of you shooting yourself
in your foot. This is a perfect example of Consequential Wrath … the wrath of
sowing and reaping. That explains why we were saddled with a president such as
Bill Clinton who is a serial adulterer, an impeached and disbarred perjurer, and a
baby killer. In actuality, we didn't deserve someone as good as Bill Clinton. We
deserved someone much worse.

Instead of glorifying God and turning away from sin, our society has persisted on
the downward path by continuing to condone the killing of babies and acts of
perversion. In addition to all the rest of the adulterers, perverts, liars, and thieves
in congress, God has seen fit to punish America even further with the election of
Barack Obama who is an inexperienced, unqualified, pro-abortion, pro-
homosexual, pro Marxism, anti-Christ, Black Liberation Theology believing
disciple of the racist, Jew-hating, and bigoted Reverend Jeremiah Wright.

Before he was elected president, Barack Obama voted to allow sodomites and
sodomettes to marry and voted four times against the “Born Alive Infant Protection
Act.” Babies who were to have been aborted, but were still alive when delivered,
should have been protected. Instead, the doctors and nurses did not provide care
for those newborn little people but took them into a dirty laundry room where they
were left alone to die without any further medical help. Barack Obama is so
radical that he believes in killing babies after they have been born … this is
infanticide, pure and simple. Just like Bill Clinton, Barack Obama also voted
numerous times to allow “Partial-Birth Abortion” killings to continue. Obama and
his cronies may be the wicked people who will finally bring about the end of
America as we have always known it.

Proverbs 16:4
 4.  The Lord has made all things for Himself, Yes, even the wicked for the day of
doom.

Is it still possible to reverse our punishment? It’s possible, but I don’t think so … it
all depends on the sincerity of our repentance. Only a very Merciful God could
forgive us long after He should have permanently turned His back on us. Make
sure that you don’t confuse mercy with weakness.

2 Chronicles 7:14
 14.  "if My people who are called by My name will humble themselves, and pray
and seek My face, and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven,
and will forgive their sin and heal their land.”

Jul 20, 2010 6:22 AM
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130 Some questions are arbitrary or lead to an unknown conclusion. eg: #1 & #4,
They could if the correct people are elected, they will not otherwise.  #17, The
States already are separate nations, united under The Constitution.  Problem is
the created is now acting like the creator.  Just the reverse of the intended
purpose.  #45 &46, See the "The Memorandum", located under the link
"Resources",  at http://www.truthattack.org  There is NO need to revise or
eliminate the IRS, but there is a great need to reign them in to following what the
current written law dictates is their purpose and over whom they have authority to
collect a tax. #53, Considering a purchase of such a vehicle is one thing, but
would I purchase one 'to help cut the effects of pollution on global warming' the
answer would be NO.

Jul 20, 2010 6:31 AM

131 i'm afraid in a couple years a shotgun shell will be worth more than a ten dollar
gold piece.

Jul 20, 2010 6:37 AM

132 I fear that my Republic is well on its way to becoming either a third-world status,
or another USSR-type Nation. We already have many of the things they had,
including Military checkpoints  and rogue Police
Officers/Departments(BATFE,FBI,etc)
If our Citizens don't get wake up and take back the Government, then I doubt that
the USA I grew up in will exist for our grandchildren.

Jul 20, 2010 6:54 AM

133 No matter how bad you think things are, they are far worse.
I do not believe we will have a presidential election in 2012.  Some kind of
"emergency" or "crisis" (planned or unplanned) will occur that will trigger martial
law and government by "executive order" will be established until the "emergency"
is over.
It is also possible that assassinations of key conservative leaders will occur and
that violence will accompany every "Tea Party" and be instigated by the socialist
racists now in positions of power in this country.
Sounds grim doesn't it.  But then, I have always been a "worse case" scenario
type of guy and nothing that I have seen during the last 18 months gives me much
hope.  However, with the dark comes the light and perhaps Constitutional
Conservatism and reverence for our founding fathers will win the day.

Jul 20, 2010 6:54 AM

134 Very provocative questions. Good survey, I wish that some of the answers had
gradations rather than yes - no - not sure

Jul 20, 2010 6:54 AM

135 JUDGES MUST BE STOPED FROM LEGISLATEING OR IF JUDGES ARE
GOING TO LEGISLATE FROM THE BENCH, THEN THEY SHOULD BE
ELECTED LIKE OTHER LEGISLATORS.

Jul 20, 2010 6:56 AM

136 There are abnout four questions that I believe are imponderable. # 2,11,13, are all
simply too complex to formulate an answer. I do believe that some in the military
would follow an oreder to use force against the citizenry. I also believe others
would object and refuse to act on such an order. That would most likely cause a
real problem and perhaps a violent problem for the field officers and President.
Question 22 asks if gun safety should be taught in our schools. I believe that
under the current conditions in our public schools it would be nearly impossible to
do so. The schools are too corrupted by the left and even if you could get school
boards to so order the teaching would be so watered down as to be, in a practical
sense, worthless. Question 39 should read "Do you think illegals should be
allowed to serve in the U.S. Military" in which case I would have to say absolutly
NOT. How could they have any sense of national pride or personal commitment to
the unit they were serving in?

Jul 20, 2010 6:56 AM

137 I am not sure what the future will bring , But i and my family will be prepared as
much as possible to fight and survive. If they think we will give in to tyranny, they
are wrong!!

Jul 20, 2010 6:56 AM

138 A well-thought-out set of queries. On a few of the questions, I'd like to have had
an option something like "I hope so" or "I hope not" rather than (or along with)
"Don't know"

Jul 20, 2010 7:13 AM

139 Thank you for the opportunity to express potentially 'politically incorrect' opinions Jul 20, 2010 7:16 AM
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140 The election of Barry Soetero may be the best thing that has happened to our
country in my lifetime, in that tens of millions of Americans are now cognizant of
the damage that 50+ years of Socialism/Liberalism/Progressivism has done to the
Republic. The lines are drawn. The fight is on. There will only be one winner. Mike
DeNomie

Jul 20, 2010 7:22 AM

141 ANYONE who wishes to run for President of the United States WILL be vested by
ALL the states BEFORE he/she is added to the ballot. OTHERWISE, he/she will
NOT be put on ANY ballot.

Jul 20, 2010 8:00 AM

142 " You didn't really think that you were gonna get your Constitution back without a
gunfight ... did you ? "

Jul 20, 2010 8:35 AM

143 Bring the troops home now.  They marched in, they can march out.  If Congress
doesn't declare war, then there is no mandate for sending troops anywhere.
Defend our borders, don't get involved in other country's civil wars.

Eliminate the Federal Reserve Bank, don't just audit it.   Well, in reality, if you
COULD truly 'audit the Fed', there would such an outcry from the people, the Fed
would be closed the next day.

Politicians should be 'drafted' from neighborhoods across America for a limited
term.  No more full-time politicians.

Jul 20, 2010 9:30 AM

144 We are at the brink.  The next 6 months may make all the difference. Jul 20, 2010 9:35 AM

145 Thank you. Jul 20, 2010 9:44 AM

146 Until Jesus Christ & the Holy Bible are brought back into the class rooms & public
square, we will continue our slide into Sodom & judgement.  Judgement is truly
come upon the USA.............

Jul 20, 2010 9:46 AM

147 The only hope I have is the fact that I have read the end of the book already and I
know we win in the end.
Sic Semper Tyranus

Jul 20, 2010 9:53 AM

148 I pray every day that there won't be civil unrest and violent outbreaks, but I fear
that our current legislation is pushing for just that to happen. I worry greatly about
our children being brainwashed in school to the point of being loyal to the
President and the Earth instead of being loyal to their Country and the
Constitution.
I'm not a pessimist but i do worry very much about our country's future, if we can't
sway it's course soon.

Jul 20, 2010 10:13 AM
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149 Samuel Adams: "Remember, Democracy never lasts long.  It soon wastes,
exhausts and murders itself!  There was never a democracy that did not commit
suicide."
Thomas Jefferson: "The democracy will cease to exist when you take away from
those who are willing to work and give to those who would not."
Alexander Fraser Tyler: "A democracy cannot exist as a permanent form of
government. It can only exist until the voters discover that they can vote
themselves money from the Public Treasury. From that moment on, the majority
always votes for the candidate promising the most benefits from the Public
Treasury with the result that a democracy always collapses over loose fiscal
policy always followed by dictatorship."
------
Che Guevara: "Hatred as the central element of our struggle… Hatred that is
intransigent… Hatred so violent that it propels a human being beyond his natural
limitations, making him violent and cold-blooded killing machine… We reject any
peaceful approach. Violence is inevitable. To establish Socialism rivers of blood
must flow. The victory of Socialism is well worth millions of atomic victims!"
David Rockefeller: "We are grateful to the Washington Post, The New York Times,
Time Magazine, and other great publications whose directors have attended our
meetings and respected their promise of discretion for almost forty years.  It would
have been impossible for us to develop our plan for the world if we had been
subject to the bright lights of publicity during those years.  But, the world is now
more sophisticated and prepared to march towards a world government.  The
supranational sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely
preferable to the national auto-determination practiced in past centuries."
Josef Stalin: "Ideas are more powerful than guns.  We would not let our enemies
have guns, why should we let them have ideas."
Josef Stalin: "Those who cast the votes decide nothing. Those who count the
votes decide everything."

Jul 20, 2010 10:17 AM

150 #28, hate speech laws.  One of the main goals of the founders was to promote
equality of all people.  Hate speech laws create a system of "special" classes of
citizens including some selected races of people.  Also, govt. employees such as
law enforcement, judges, politicians, etc.  These laws tend to devide us into more
classes that create even more predudice and jealousy.  #38. The Tea Party is
having a huge impact on todays political climate.  Since it started as a grassroots
movement, it has grown a great deal with a lot of  political clout.  As such, there
are many people who would like to take over as a tea party "leader" and then
change the goals to more align with either democrats or republicans.  When that
happens, the tea party is done as a grassroots movement and will become merely
another weapon to try to suppress the people.  This is already happening as some
are already claiming to represent the Tea Party nationally.  A true conservative
third party would only tend to dilute the voting pool and liberals would gain even
more power by providing "free" care to people who won't work to earn it
themselves.

Jul 20, 2010 10:28 AM

151 Shalom my friends. Keep up the good work. Jul 20, 2010 10:47 AM

152 50. Should the Federal Reserve be thoroughly audited? It should be abolished.
14. Do you think we will have elections in November 2010? I think Obama is trying
to make himself dictator and in the event of some "emergency" will do so. The
way he is circumventing the constitution and Congress, without ANY opposition,
he's nearly there already.
22. Should firearm safety training be a standard mandatory course in high school?
It should start at 5 years old. It works.
39. Should illegal aliens be given full citizenship for serving in the U S military?
They should not be allowed to join the U.S. military.

Keep up the good work.

Jul 20, 2010 10:49 AM

153 Good survey, but some of the questions needed a 4th selection like "I wish" Jul 20, 2010 10:55 AM
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154 Two Words: TERM LIMITS

This would help solve a lot of problems in federal, state, and local governments.....

Jul 20, 2010 10:57 AM

155 #44, The Battle of Athens.  I teach CCW classes [since 1996] and have kept an
email list of my students so that I can update them on any gun related changes in
law etc.  I forwarded the Battle of Athens to all students and many friends and
family.  In addition I have printed it and offer it to others "of interest".

Jul 20, 2010 11:08 AM

156 A good question:  do you believe that some politicians wish to build a "dependent
class" who can be relied on to vote for incumbents who promise to allocate further
benefits?

Jul 20, 2010 11:34 AM

157 I believe in G-D and I believe that there are forces of evil that oppose G-D's will.  I
think the fight is much bigger than we see.  I think people like George Soros, who
is the financial backing behind many of the Marxist activities in our country, are
working on the side of evil.  I pray that our people will reject this evil and turn back
to G-D.  He is our refuge.  He is our salvation; not a government controlled by
men.

Jul 20, 2010 11:39 AM

158 The only hope for maintaining the idea that is America is to return to the Framers
vision of a Constitutional Rule of Law.  The concept of individual liberty is no
longer valid.

Jul 20, 2010 11:41 AM

159 Should the Fed be audited? No, abolished. Should states mandate
curriculum(teaching the constitution)? No, government schools should be
dismantled. Is worse better? It depends on the reaction!

Jul 20, 2010 11:46 AM

160 If one looks to history, it's clear that humanity never breaks free from the
oppression - struggle - freedom - excess - complacency - oppression cycle of
existence.  We're now in the complacency stage in America, and there is simply
too much apathy and lack of concern to the point of action to stop our progression
into oppression again.  With big screen TV's, cars, baseball games, ect. the
general public will never take up arms against those that will trade our freedoms
for their own personal profit.  While I would love to see my great America remain
the Republic it once was, all things created by man must die and return to the dust
from which it came.  My hope, my prayer is that patriots remember in our hearts
the Truth we American's have been blessed with so that we once again may
establish a divine order when those evil tyrants are driven from the ashes and
remains of the Gift we have been given.  I shall see you all on the other side.

Jul 20, 2010 11:52 AM

161 We must see how the elections in Nover pan out before we can answer some of
these questions.

Jul 20, 2010 11:57 AM

162 Nice survey. Still feel that SOME of the questions were a bit loaded. But it is one
of the best I have taken.

Jul 20, 2010 11:57 AM

163 Many questions do not allow a "correct" answer.  "Should career politicians be
replaced by....?"   Why not abolish the whole thing?  Where in the Bible does G_d
authorize civil government?  Not Genesis (Babel), not I Samuel 8:11-20.  The
Hebrews didn't have a government until they begged G_d for one and He
permitted it if He picked the man.  It was a failure.  G_d is the author of liberty.

Jul 20, 2010 12:07 PM

164 Taxes will increase, so the Federal government can pay-down the national debt
and deficiet, while at the same time, continue spending like a drunken sailor.
Hopefully the sheep will revolt against these tax increases.

Jul 20, 2010 12:13 PM

165 The salvation of America hinges on this scripture: 2 Chronicles 7:14 Jul 20, 2010 12:18 PM
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166 Overall, I believe that we as citizens / patriots are headed for a "collision" with our
out-of-control government.  We will be called upon to reclaim our Constitution and
the rights that it assures.  Our rights do not come from the Constitution, which I
revere as a God-inspired document, but from God.  We as patriots are being
backed into a corner and when the steps are taken to disarm us, or pack us into
"relocation camps," we will have no recourse but to participate in a revolution to
reclaim our freedoms.  We will overcome, but there will be a price in blood.  Many
of us patriots are watching for the "trigger points" that indicate that the government
is past the tripping point, against us.  We / I believe in using the system built within
the Constitution and the associated rule of law: petitioning our elected officials for
redress, voting, holding our government accountable and demanding the rule of
law.  When the rule of law is discarded for the benefit of those who insist upon
ruling us, we will fight and we will take back our country.

Jul 20, 2010 12:26 PM

167 Always pray for a return to honor and sanity...then prepare for the worst!!!

Colonel.....

Jul 20, 2010 12:28 PM

168 If America continues on its present course, it is doomed and will disolve. Jul 20, 2010 12:29 PM

169 I want my country back. No more socialism. Jul 20, 2010 12:47 PM

170 I would have liked more choices such as the "strongly agree/ strongly disagree
option".

Jul 20, 2010 12:49 PM

171 I AM CANADIAN BUT I AM IN SYNC WITH US PATRIOTS 

I FOLLOW EVENTS INTHE US VER CLOSELY , PRIMARILY BECUASE YOU
HAVE THE 2ND .AND WE DO NOT .

HOWEVER THE COMMIES AND SOCIALISTS WILL TAKE THAT RIGHT AWAY
FROM YOU IF YOU ARE NOT FOREVER VIGILANT.

AND ? WHAT EVER HAPPENS IN THE US EVENTUALLY HAPPENS IN
CANADA.

Jul 20, 2010 12:50 PM
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172 #7:  It is hard to say who is more dangerous; media or politician, but working
together they pose an enormous threat that must be broken and both must be
restored to their rightful and/or constitutional duties.  This will take time as the
masses must be properly educated about society and the role of a constitutional
republic  Part of that training is the overlooked fact that our current constitution is
a living document - not as the liberals see it but as the founders saw it- one with
the ability to be modified by amendments.

#11.  It is hard to say what the military will do in regards to attacking Americans.  It
seems today that many Generals are too embroiled in politics to properly predict
their actions except for extreme cases domestically.  Also, one must remember
that the military is a cross section of the nation and consequently you have the
complete spectrum of opinions and beliefs from the highest General to the lowest
enlisted.  An attack against brother Americans could likely cause a serious rift
within the ranks, which may freeze the ability of the services to function.

#22.  Firearm safety training should not be relegated just to high school but
covered continuously throughout the school years just as we do to other safety
issues like fire and drowning.

#24.  The only time that I can conceive that the government should have the right
to sensor any publication is during a time of GLOBAL conflict and even then it
must be closely monitored.

#30.  The general population-including Muslims-need to be educated to the fact
that it was an early Catholic priest that taught Mohamed about G_d.  At first he
celebrated with others who had the "Book" it was only after having run into
resistance that Mohamed started to desecrate scripture by changing it to meet the
needs of a tribal nomadic people and the ensuing problems that has caused.  It is
mostly because of these changes that radical Islam exists today.  So will we have
to fight them, and here on our own soil?  I wouldn't bet against it, we have no idea
as to how many radical imams are preaching in this country.  The instance of the
Ft. Hood attack was just an indicator of that which may be in store for us.

#39.  A most definitive yes.  Any foreign national willing to serve in our military
should be given the opportunity to become a citizen.  By serving they've
demonstrated that they have a willingness to believe in and follow the American
way of life.  However the time period required for illegals should be 2 years longer
than that required for legals, there must be a penalty for abrogating the rule of
law.

#42.  Unfortunately if you believe in the whole of Judeo-Christian scripture there is
no other possible outcome.  But the timing of when this is to happen is an
unknown and is supposed to be, therefore we must fight evil on all fronts at all
times.

#43.  Once again it is not the institution but rather the warping of it's purpose that
has created problems.  The U.N. like the U.S. as originally conceived are
marvelous ideals of self government and conflict resolution but as societies we
have allowed the corruption and emasculation of both to go relatively unchecked.
Once again proving that when society as a whole gets too elitist/liberal it is
headed for a fall.  See, England, France, Rome, Phoneticia etc.

#50.  ALL government agencies should be subjected to regular auditing!

#52.  YES!  Once again it is modern thinking that has changed the original intent
of the founders to a form that is alien and fraught with corruption.  The founders
actually envisioned that the legislature was to be filled by civic minded individuals
to serve for a short time and return to their daily lives.  In this way there would be
ever changing ideas as to how to solve the problems of a nation without the pitfall
of creating a powerful oligarchy as we know our government of today, and as they
were afraid of from King George with his friends and allies.

Jul 20, 2010 12:58 PM
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173 The question on taxing firearms is not able to be answered as it is presently
written.  Questions of what level of taxes, funds from such taxation will be used to
support what? taxing them at a national, state or local level, all bear on the
answer but are not accomadated in the question.

Jul 20, 2010 1:06 PM

174 Many of the questions I answered "I don't know" to were because I don't believe
that most Americans have the moral courage to stand against a tyrannical
government.  We have been taught for nearly a century that the government is the
only entity that can really get things done for our benefit, and so we have become
increasingly dependent on mortgage tax credits and bailouts and subsidies and
other handouts, rather than our on ingenuity and hard work to take care of
ourselves.  If we didn't have air conditioning or indoor plumbing or cell phones,
what would we do with ourselves?

I hope I'm wrong but I fear I'm not.

Jul 20, 2010 1:07 PM

175 Being Canadian I answered the questions to the best of my ability. Jul 20, 2010 1:08 PM

176 The "elite ruling class" (career politicians) must be eliminated from ALL
government.  The U.S. must return to the gold standard.  The Federal Reserve
must be dissolved.  The U.S. must get out of the U.N and the U.N. must get out of
the U.S.  Obamacare must be repealed and the size of government must be
reduced.

Jul 20, 2010 1:13 PM

177 Keep your musket handy and your powder dry!

G d protect the Americans that love the freedoms HE has given them!

Jul 20, 2010 1:15 PM

178 Firearm owners in the United States Virgin Islands needs your help to fight
tyranical firearm registration requirements.  We will be contacting you in the near
future.

Jul 20, 2010 1:17 PM

179 I think that there should be term limits on congressmen. Also they should have to
live under the same rules as the people that elected them. No more fat retirement
programs for them.

Jul 20, 2010 1:20 PM

180 Too many undefined terms.
Not enough shades of grey in the answer choices.

Jul 20, 2010 1:21 PM

181 Good survey Jul 20, 2010 1:24 PM

182 I do not know what the outcome of our government will be in MY lifetime but, I am
pretty confident that our children will be affected by what happens in our Country.
I would hope that at least one (1) of the political parties would consider teaching
our children some basic knowledge of the Founding Fathers, the Bill of Rights, the
Holocaust, Boston Tea Party, the new Tea Partiers-HAH, etc.along!!! with firearms
safety, self-defense, common sense and the " Golden Rule "!!!
There are soooo many lessons these children SHOULD be taught at a very young
age but, I guess that is " politically incorrect "?? This would be only one small step
in the right direction-I really pray that this would happen.
Between the " END of TIMES "and/or a civil war, something has got to give!!
Enough rant-   I really appreciate the information and articles you provide on your
web site! Keep telling the truth and eventually more will hear and hopefully start to
think more about the problems and issues that faced us daily.
Shalom,

Respectfully,
Joe Ellis
Hampton, Va.23666-2111

Jul 20, 2010 1:26 PM

183 About?#4;Y.,IF we have elections;I expect them to be interfered w/in some way to
maintain the stranglehold the Dems currently have;I believe they won't give up
easily.Also why I answered N.to ?#14(I hope I'm wrong)As to ?#5-I answered
No,because ppl.Won't tolerate this!Thank You-

Jul 20, 2010 1:31 PM
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184 Would have liked it if your climate change question had specified "human caused
climate change".  Climates have changed for eons, sometimes good, sometimes
bad.  Man has never caused it.

Do I think the govt. is "doing enough" to prevent another 9-11 forced me into an
uncomfortable answer.  They are doing way TOO MUCH snooping, wire-tapping
and warentless searches.  They are patting down grandmas, blacks, Asians and
Jews at the airports - when has anyone of these folks blown up an airplane?  For
political correctness we sacrifice our safety, our time and our money.  They are
"doing" plenty, unfortunately they are doing the WRONG THINGS.   

Hate speech is uncomfortable, but more uncomfortable is those who would define
it - Pelosi thinks the Black Panthers are just dandy and the Tea Party should be
muzzled.  I am deathly afraid of that slippery slope.

Of course I would consider an electric car, or a hydrogen car or any other kind of
car that suited my needs - but not based on greenie-wenie environmentalist
nonsense.  Electricity for cars is generally produced at coal-fired plants - these
idiots have only changed the source of the so-called pollution, they have done
nothing to reduce it - if CO2 is a pollutant in the first place.  

Thanks for letting me sound off.

L

Jul 20, 2010 1:38 PM
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185 22.  I think we should end all schools and get the gov't out of education.
23. Wouldn't they already be responsible for the actions of their minor children?
27.  The VAST MAJORITY of illegal aliens are just like me - they want a better life
for their family.  If we get rid of them, they should be sent back with an FAL and
500 rounds of ammo so that they can effect change in their country.
30. Americans have already used arms against Jihadists like Major Hassan.  Yes,
I expect it will happen many more times.
31.  This question haunts me.  Many service members are very "by the book" and
a "lawful" order to "maintain order" may well be followed.  We need look no further
than national guard troops disarming people in New Orleans to see that such
orders WILL be followed.
35.  If our foriegn policy were changed to quit meddling with others, ended the
UN, enhanced the Reserves and downsized the military, repealed 1934 FCA and
1968 GCA, I'd say this would be a good idea.  
37. I'm against the gov't being in education at all. End public education.
39.  If they serve honorably, I'd be all for it.
48.  I believe the politicians see the Armed Forces, Federal Agencies, State
Agencies and local agencies and feel that nothing could get to them.
52.  I believe there is a need for full-time statesmen.  Return the Senators to
where the state representatives get to vote for them instead of being a populist
vote.  I think a 4th branch of gov't composed of representatives for corporate
interests would do much to streamline the processes in place.

How about adding a question:  
Is a bill that was "deemed passed" binding in any way?

I very much appreciate the work and effort that JPFO has put into these efforts.  I
have never contributed to your organization, though I have tried to support people
/ companies I've heard about on your show.  I don't have many "disposable"
dollars and right now see an urgent need to arm myself for the protection of my
family and my country.  I don't see that our problems will be solved at the ballot
box and fear that the polarization of our country into gov't teat suckers vs
independent freedom loving patriots can only lead to civil war.  I hope that you will
forgive my lack of financial support, though I do share the articles and videos and
try to educate those around me using the resources you have created.  Your
video on government genocides finally opened my wife's eyes and made her at
least begin to be aware of where I am coming from.  May G-d bless you and your
work.

Jul 20, 2010 1:39 PM

186 This Questionnaire presents a wide range of topics to consider -- interesting!  I
found myself voting "I don't know" many times because the question suggested a
serious possibility that we need to consider and that worried me about this nation
and our future -- and I couldn't say which way it would turn out.  Maybe the survey
should have had "I hope so" and "I hope not" as possible answers :-)  Thank you
for stimulating us to think a second time about these things!

Jul 20, 2010 1:39 PM

187 Inflation has been around since 1913 (and with any other "National" bank)!!! Jul 20, 2010 1:50 PM

188 The government we have today in Washington must be replaced by either votes
or Guns. Americans and Israel have been betrayed by the politician in
America.This government has become total Communist and plans on destroying
both countries.

Jul 20, 2010 1:52 PM

189 G_D bless you Aaron and the JPFO. I appreciate all the ways your organization
helps to educate, train and inspire us as freedom loving constitutionalists and
defenders of the bill of rights.  I will look forward to seeing the results when you
publish them.
GBY
Curtis Clark
Atascadero, CA

Jul 20, 2010 1:52 PM
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190 No more gun control. Period.
"The right of the people to keep and bear ARMS." MEANS MORE THAN GUNS! It
also means knives, bayonets, swords, switchblades, etc. Yet many (most?) state
PROHIBIT mere mortals from carrying knives, etc. All our 2nd Amendment rights
need to be addressed and supported!

Jul 20, 2010 1:57 PM

191 Abolish the income tax; institute a VAT; limit the tax code to 10 pages.
Limit "pain&suffering" liability in medical malpractice.
Institute a skills and fact-based national education standard, then dismantle the
Department of Education.
FUND THE COAST GUARD.
Lastly, bring 90% of our overseas fighting forces HOME.

Jul 20, 2010 1:59 PM

192 Keep up the good work. Jul 20, 2010 2:10 PM

193 These are the most pertinent questions I have ever been asked.  Thank you for
what you do.

Jul 20, 2010 2:12 PM

194 Keep up the good work, Aaron! If I can help reach out on behalf of JPFO, contact
me at chuck.collins@mindspring.com. (Right now, I have added the JPFO URL to
the New Jersey Arms Collectors Club website and talk you up wherever I can.)

Chuck

Jul 20, 2010 2:16 PM

195 At this point, only G_D " ELOHIM" CAN SAVE US FROM THIS EVIL NWO!! Jul 20, 2010 2:17 PM

196 I plan on NOT renewing my membership in the NRA. They are not standing up for
us. I encourage you to post this link. You probably have already seen this though.
Keep up the fight for us!

www.nrawol.net

Jul 20, 2010 2:19 PM

197 We are being taken over by the Bilderberg Group & their leftist, socialistic cronies!
"AMERICA" needs to wake up, STAND UP & RESIST,& REPOSESS our
country...

Jul 20, 2010 2:21 PM

198 Thank you. Jul 20, 2010 2:22 PM

199 I pray for the peace of Jerusalem and for America, but I have no faith in political
solutions only in G-d's will.
But we must still do what we can to combat the evil that is growing all around us in
what I believe are the last day's.

Jul 20, 2010 2:28 PM

200 Answering some of these questions was a tough call, as in truth I am a
voluntaryist, and believe that all political government should and must be
abolished.

Jul 20, 2010 2:35 PM

201 3: This  has not been accomplished yet, but they are certainly trying to do so. I
believe they can still be stopped. 7: I believe the media is providing cover for the
dangerous politicians when they should be providing sunlight. 11: There will
always be those in the military who will follow illegal or unconstitutional orders. We
must do what we can to keep it from getting to that point. 23: No one should be
held responsible for what someone else "could" do. 26: Firearms and ammunition
are already taxed. They should not be taxed further for political purposes. 28:
Hate speech laws are thought crimes! They must be eliminated as soon as
possible. 30: Either through our military/police, our civilian population or both. 32:
It is called simply, "self defense." But it shouldn't be against a religion, it should be
against those who hate.

Jul 20, 2010 2:39 PM

202 bless you Jul 20, 2010 2:45 PM

203 Our Constitutional Republic will be restored when politicians become statesmen,
listen to their voters and help small special interest groups join to back a solid,
trustworthy and conservative ballot.
For the moment, the Republican party seems bent on snatching defeat from the
jaws of victory.  Seldom has the confidence level in government been so low and
the opportunity to replace incumbent officials with fresh leaders so high.

Jul 20, 2010 2:51 PM
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204 Our country is headed down a slippery slope. The things I see happening make
me cringe. We need "statesmen" not career politicians. I can only say, that the
LORD GOD ALMIGHTY is in control and has a plan. Jesus Christ is coming soon
to reclaim what is His.

Jul 20, 2010 2:53 PM

205 Need to eliminate many of the regulations and social well fare programs. Return
to a strict and I mean very strict interpretation of the Constitution. Repeal the 17th
Ammendment.

Jul 20, 2010 2:55 PM

206 Many questions need to be researched before a proper Y/N can be made. Jul 20, 2010 3:01 PM

207 This was a great survey with some tough - make you think - questions.  Keep up
the good work!

Jul 20, 2010 3:03 PM

208 Thanks for all that you do. Many Jewish Americans do not believe as you do. It is
important that all US citizens "get" your message. Keep up the good work.
FH, Charlotte, NC

Jul 20, 2010 3:05 PM

209 I do NOT like that on Question #9 you did not print out the word GOD! What are
afraid of? SHAME ON YOU!

Jul 20, 2010 3:08 PM

210 This survey is obviously biased as much as surveys offered by extreme left-wing
socialists.

Jul 20, 2010 3:12 PM

211 Good job for the most part. Shouldn't "Legislatures" be "Legislators"?? Jul 20, 2010 3:17 PM

212 If you don't study history, you are doomed to repeat it.  I have studied it and am
preparing NOT to repeat it. Guns, Gold and God...nuff said!

Jul 20, 2010 3:17 PM

213 There were many questions I answered "Don't Know" because a simple yes or no
answer would have been terribly inadequate.  I'm a very conservative, gun-owner
who believes in most of the principles/tenets you espouse, but don't want my
opinions over-simpliefied like the liberal organizations.

Jul 20, 2010 3:18 PM

214 If the U.S. citizens do not stand up for their rights under the U.S. Constitution, they
are going to lose those rights.
Part of the reason we have a milling crowd of dissatisfied citizens is that we also
lack a leader.  Someone who is willing to speak the truth loud and long.

Jul 20, 2010 3:19 PM

215 As expected, the current administration has over-reached creating a backlash. I
am concerned that this has not affected Democrats as it has Republicans and
Independents. I am concerned that Republicans in power are different only in
degree not in kind. I am concerned that our schools no longer teach what is
special and exceptional (and good) about America, perhaps the greatest threat to
our liberty since the young no longer have the foundational understanding they
need.

Jul 20, 2010 3:21 PM

216 Praise G-d! Jul 20, 2010 3:21 PM

217 There are several questions, regarding the success of the Tea Party and the
Global Elite; I would like to answer yes and no respectfully but in the present
political climate and the large percentage of non-tax paying citizens who will
support the status quo I am not sure either because they are the recipients of our
tax dollars.  As to the national sales tax, a tax is a tax, but what the current
governments spend our tax money on is more of an issue than the collection of
taxes from the constitutional standpoint both state and national.

Jul 20, 2010 3:24 PM

218 We,the people,REALLY need to take our country back. Jul 20, 2010 3:26 PM

219 Thank you for this survey Jul 20, 2010 3:31 PM

220 Good Survey.
Thank You,
Jim Kellogg

Jul 20, 2010 3:32 PM

221 Vote Libertarian - The third largest party in the U.S. and the only Political Party
that is 100% for Second Amedment Rights. If you are serious about peaceful 
change then throw out the Democrat/Rebublican Socialists Partys this November.

Jul 20, 2010 3:35 PM
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222 A number of your questions had me going "Wha?" - so I'm not as well informed as
I thought. Which is good to be reminded, as we all need to be active in our own
educations.

Fundamentally, I believe that America is a resilient country. Re-gaining
dominance in low-tech manufacturing is possible. A big part of our problem is
greed - at all levels. Well we force non-tolerant religions out of the country? No,
because we believe in freedom - even to be stupid and wrong headed. Its what
makes us great. 

Services wise - the "government" needs to get out of the services business. It
must become simpler. Deficit reduction starts by not spending a dime that doesn't
absolutely have to be spent. And it will hurt in that it will increase unemployment
(gov't jobs being lost) - yet the outlook is much better doing that then anything
else that's been suggested.

My .00000000012123 cents worth - ain't inflation wonderful :(

Jul 20, 2010 3:40 PM

223 We have been set on an inevitably bloody path that will lead to the life or death of
a free America.  There is no longer a "United" States of America.  It has been
replaced by an elitist, northeastern, and west coast malevolent despotic collective
(with whom professional politicians from everywhere on every level have colluded)
that seeks to reduce America to a level that leaves the bold individualist unable to
maintain self-determination, independent self-reliance, and freedom of choice.
There may be a window of opportunity however miniscule in size and compressed
in span of time to change this path, but I do not hold out much hope that action of
reversal of present circumstance can be brought to fruition within such
constraints.  GOD BLESS THE III...LIVE FREE OR DIE.

Jul 20, 2010 3:42 PM

224 8. Do you believe that America must remain a nation based on Judeo Christian
values? 9. Have you chosen to live by G-d’s Law for your own self defense? 
I am a firm believer in Freedom of Religion (not freedom from religion though).  I
do not believe our Founding Fathers felt our values limited to Judeo Christian, and
do believe that they believed in natural rights, not just the values expressed in the
King James version of the Bible or the TaNaKh. BTW: I consider myself a Druid &
a Patriot. I have never found a need to repudiate my Christian upbringing &
beliefs. The Rights of Men are the birthrights of all, without regard to where and
how a person worships.  I do not want to see my country become a theocracy.
England/Ireland, Iran, Iraq & Spain should be history lessons enough to warn us
of those dangers. I did not like the years in this country when people tried to make
people embarrased to practice religion, but I also did not like the years the
Christian Right took over the Republican Party.  My celebration of Yule is not
threatened by either Menorahs or Creches by the town hall.  & I grin at the raising
of the Yule tree by Christians.

Jul 20, 2010 3:46 PM

225 I almost believe we need a NEW American Revolution to solve our current
problems.  I also believe we need to bring our trrops home, cut out as much
foreign aid as possible, get out of the UN and kick the UN diplomats out of the US.

Jul 20, 2010 3:50 PM

226 Insofar as Electric powered vehicles are concerned, people who live in rural areas
need vehicles that will travel farther and haul loads outside the capability of
electrics and most hybrids.  Electric vehicles are OK for metropolitan transit but
inadequate for distance and hauling loads.

Jul 20, 2010 3:50 PM

227 I think that "maybe or depends" should be added to the survey to include the
many "gray areas" needed for a complete answer.

CH

Jul 20, 2010 3:51 PM
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228 Q7: The word "media" is plural. Q7 should begin "Are the media..." I know most
people use the word as singular, but we don't have to support the misconception.

Q40, 42 & 43: Too leading. Q40 implies that the current govt. is unconstitutional.
It's doing uncon. things, but that does not mean that the govt. itself is uncon. And
almost every, if not every, administration in my lifetime did uncon. stuff. Q42
obviously slanted. Everybody hates elitists. Q43 makes it obvious that JPFO
believes the UN should cease to exist; if I like the JPFO I should vote with them.

Jul 20, 2010 3:51 PM

229 this country is in big trouble because more people are not mad enough at the
federal government. too many people are too comfortable and do not fully
understand the very serious consequences of the policies of this current
administration. there is real and absolute danger to America and the people  who
believe in limited government. i do believe We the People will overcome but i also
believe We may have to ACTUALLY fight this government! The federal reserve is
THE reason we are here now!! It has allowed and enabled the elitists to take over
this country. END THE FEDERAL RESERVE. END THE united nations...

Jul 20, 2010 3:53 PM

230 Thanks for the opportunity to participate in this survey. Some thought provoking
questions that need to be aired.

Jul 20, 2010 3:55 PM

231 Sadly there is no way to hold onto, let alone bring back, the old Constitutional
Republic as governed under its written Charters; so much so that the 2nd
Amendment no longer has anything to defend but itself; and in such a context as
a means to defend oneself from physical harm and not its original intent.
Just as education has been replaced by training in the mechanics of diciplines in
order to get material goods and comfort of economic station so too has weapons
ownership been reduced to a consumer good.
Domestic policys are dictated by those of our Foreign policy makers and those
interest are primarily focused on international financial cooperation, and of course,
their own self advancements.
The necessary  mental abilitys of the masses, even among those who deem
themselves educated, in the maters of critical thinking has indeed been repalced
by ideological and emotional, reduced cognitive dissonace, and abioity to discern
fact from fiction.
This is especially pronounced in those of both the far rights who think in  terms of
armed revolution, and the far rights who talk as if humanity had some higher
etheral meaning other than self indugence.

Jul 20, 2010 4:01 PM

232 Thanks for the opportunity to voice a few thoughts. Jul 20, 2010 4:02 PM

233 I only wish that I could have checked "Yes" on abolishing the United Nation a
thousand times!  I do believe that a time is coming in our land that patriotic
citizens may be forced to once again take up arms to protect their liberties and
those of their families.  We are sliding so far into socialism and excessive
government control that drastic action is going to be necessary to reverse the
course.  As a retired police officer with 31 years of service it truly pains me to say
these things, but that doesn't change the fact that they're true.  God help us.

Jul 20, 2010 4:04 PM

234 Juedo-Christian values must be renewed and those core values be reinforced in
the homes and schools..

Jul 20, 2010 4:04 PM

235 I am retired, live within my means and have paid off my mortgage so some of
these questions do not apply.

Jul 20, 2010 4:05 PM

236 Very good survey.  Look forward to the results. Jul 20, 2010 4:10 PM

237 I love your organization.  As the daughter of a HOlocaust survivor I treasure my
right to own firearms and my free speech etc.  Our country is headed down the
same path as Nazi Germany.  Jews need to be armed because it can and will
happen again!

Jul 20, 2010 4:15 PM

238 A very good survey! Jul 20, 2010 4:15 PM

239 Some questions needed a probably choice. Most Americans are totally ignorant
and the questions as asked prove it.

Jul 20, 2010 4:18 PM
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240 I'm hoping Nov 2010 sends a message to Washington that thinkgs need to
"change" from the progressive (read Socialistic) path we are on  I'm hoping (and I
have faith they will) Americans wake-up.  You cantell by my answers I do not have
a feel for what has to happen, I just know something has to happen and it should
happen in smaller, targeted steps, not major legislation that no one in congress
has read!!

Jul 20, 2010 4:19 PM

241 Thank you for asking these tough questions.  Eager to see the responses Jul 20, 2010 4:22 PM

242 Don't stop. Jul 20, 2010 4:22 PM

243 If the People don't vote the idiots out in November there will be WAR! Jul 20, 2010 4:24 PM

244 Would like to see the results of this survey. Jul 20, 2010 4:27 PM

245 This country is on the road to rack and ruin, hell and damnation, and the
collectivists want it that way. And I am not going quietly into that good night.

Jul 20, 2010 4:28 PM

246 USAF 67 to 71    Mormon - will fight for my God my family and my freedoms. Jul 20, 2010 4:28 PM

247 Cool Questions Jul 20, 2010 4:45 PM

248 I think that there will be a false flag attack on the U.S. that will "prompt" the
administration to declare martial law, before the elections.  And before any
elections are held there will be an amnesty for illegal aliens that will bring in
millions of new voters who will be inclined to keep liberals in power.
Unfortunately, if either of those scenarios plays out, a violent uprising is likely.

Jul 20, 2010 4:46 PM

249 We need this country to get back to strictly adhereing to the constitution and bill of
rights as our framers wrote it without any changes period

Jul 20, 2010 4:56 PM

250 Thanks for the survey, hope it helps! Something must be done to rein in our
runaway government, and soon, or we'll never get the chance again. Keep
spreading the truth!

Jul 20, 2010 5:03 PM

251 A return to the ideals of the Founders is our only hope for survival as a nation. Jul 20, 2010 5:06 PM

252 This country is headed for trouble and the PTB and the MSM either cannot , will
not, or refuse to see it. And it will come on a number of levels; financial, political
and cultural. A good start towards restoring our rights would be to teach them in
school along with getting rid of the UN and the Fed Reserve.

Jul 20, 2010 5:07 PM

253 G-D Bless America!!! Jul 20, 2010 5:09 PM

254 I am not a religious man, so I don't know what is meant by "G-d's Law" in question
#9.

I had never seen either the article in question 44 or the movie in question 49,
thank you for pointing to those!

Jul 20, 2010 5:10 PM

255 Is it government by the people or government verses the people? Jul 20, 2010 5:14 PM

256 JPFO, Grow your membership, especially in the Jewish community; educate
Schumer, Bloomberg, Lautenberg, Feinstein and others of their ilk.  Launch a
serious national, and more aggressive  recruiting drive.  Advertise nationally,
especially in NYC and Chicago region to gain membership.  Do NOT yield. Keep
up the good work.

Jul 20, 2010 5:14 PM

257 Excellent survey Jul 20, 2010 5:14 PM

258 Too many of the questions were too vague. For instance; while I do believe that
climate change occurs, I do not believe that is caused by man.

Jul 20, 2010 5:15 PM

259 Thank you for this survey! Jul 20, 2010 5:19 PM
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260 2.)  No telling - if we get active now, maybe.  But it'll be a heck of a fight!
4.)  Only if the vote isn't tampered with by Chicago style politics.  I highly doubt it...
we have a Kenyan/Indonesian/Muslim in the White House - from the Chicago
politics school, with sealed records for all other credentials.  We're in BIG trouble
friends - this may require the blood of patriots, on our own soil.
7.)  No, the media does not control people - it controls fools.  The elite elected are
no longer servants - they are rulers.  This MUST be remedied.
8.) Without question - if we desire prosperity & divine providence... and I indeed
do.
11.)  I believe this is a distinct possibility - and expect that we may see this
behavior before too long.  It is clear that a great many of those in the service have
not the mental fortitude to stand up against unconstitutional orders.  They forget
that part of the oath they took - in favor of the one that keeps them from being
court marshaled or pay-docked.  We need more strength of character instilled and
more constitution thumpers within our armed services.  God bless them - and
keep them.
13.)  Distinct possibility - but again, there's a Muslim brother in the White House -
maybe they'll let him wage jihad from the inside for a while - while the Saudi's
build the mosque at Ground Zero - SHAMEFUL!  Can you say Dome of the Rock?
As if somehow they conquered NY?  Forbid it!
16.)  Not a doubt in my mind this will happen - IF we are to survive this - we need
to be smelted first.  I think this will be a reformation by fire.
17.)  I think China will aid brother Obama to see that this doesn't happen...  I think
that defectors will need to fight the full force of the American Military before they
will be allowed to break-out.  With Predator drones and the like - it'll be nearly
impossible if the U.S. military intervenes to stop it.
18.)  Absolutely possible - if the government was off the back of Joe 6-pack.
24.)  NEVER - no how, no way!  If I ran does it - we should be watching the step
of our own dictators closely.
27.)  One of the MOST significant threats to our nation - if not the premier.  Illegal
Immigration & 2A - right at the top of the list for me.
28.)  I KNOW they're unconstitutional - and should be overturned ASAP, ALONG
with "hate crimes" & LEO privilege.  ALL Laws should apply equally to
EVERYONE, including Govt. & legislators.  One law, one rule - equally applied to
ALL!!!
30.)  VERY possible - at the rate that they're infiltrating our country and setting up
Branch Dividian like compounds & jihad training centers & madrasas.  We need to
end this foolishness.  These are enemies of the American way of life - not her to
assimilate - but to infiltrate and annihilate.  This is like allowing a Nazi enclave to
secure a foothold on American soil and crate a compound.  It’s inexplicable!
These are not religious centers for free worship, any more than a daycare center
is a church to a pedophile.  This is a shameful bastardization of our freedoms and
tolerance of others.  If not for our Judeo Christian values – they’d not have the
freedom to practice their hate here.  We should not provide freedom or shelter to
those who wish to abolish it for others.  When will the Jewish faith see the error of
their liberal voting bias?  I pray it comes soon friends… we need your help!
31.)  I can only pray this will be the case.  I know of a few who will turn on traitors
& fools - if tested.  I hope there are MANY more - and that they know the patriots
will defend and support them for it.
32.)  I hope - intolerance of the founding principles are incompatible with
residence in our nation.  Being treasonous or a traitor was once a capital crime -
that ended with a bang - or a short drop & sudden stop.  I'm not opposed to a
resurgence of that old way – and having it applied liberally to those involved.
36.)  There's NO DOUBT in my mind.  "Government" never gets smaller or more
interested in saving the people’s money - unless the worst oppressors & offenders
are bleeding from their ears.
37.)  The constitution only applies to CITIZENS of these United States... and that
NEEDS to be made clear.  If you're here illegally – The Constitution DOESN'T
APPLY to you!!!  So, no - don't teach it in ESL classes.  Don't teach it to the
children of illegal’s.  As a matter of fact - make sure it's taught as a "mine, NOT
yours" class.  Lastly, can we REALLY trust the socialist unionized teacher's… the
non-thinking children's propaganda artists to TEACH our children something with
this importance?  I don't think they're interested in anything but bastardizing our
rights and duties as citizens.  Mark my words - if the constitution is turned over to
today's teachers - you'll not recognize the resulting propaganda.  Teachers ARE
serious offenders, on the whole.  SOCIALISTS!  Beware what you're asking for
here!!!
39.)  Nope - no a stitch.  As a matter of fact - jobs in the US military should be
EXCLUSIVELY for Natural Born Citizens (born to TWO citizen parents).  This
loop-hole must be closed!
40.)  It seems sure - I pray not - but it seems much more likely than not.
42.)  I pray not - but Lord come quickly!
43.)  I'd LOVE to see that happen - I loathe the UN.
48.)  Not really - look at the way they're acting right now...  I don't think they
REALLY get it.  They're still saying "let them eat cake"... and don't understand that
we're calling for their heads.  They've forgot they're mortal... and in our current
state, it's not going to take much more pressure for someone to snap.  It'll be a
tsunami after that...
49.)  The only climate change is in politics.  Global Warming is a myth - designed
to shame people into further taxation and loss of liberty.  We are surely in peril
when God is no longer acknowledged - yet "mother earth" is at the center of
national politics.  Preposterous.
50.)  Audited with the point of being thoroughly ABOLISHED!
51.)  Absolutely - without fail.
52.)  Yes, WE NEED MORE UNEMPLOYED POLITICIANS!
53.)  A totally worthless option - NOT a chance!  Fuel range of 200 miles - then a
16 hour batter charge from municipal power source…?  Sounds like MORE
GOVERNMENT JOBS to me, and less productivity.  Drill A.N.W.A.R. NOW – tap
the gulf 20 more times this year!  Don’t care, but source it here – and quit sending
my $$$ to OPEC!!!  Burn our resources until they’re gone – use the taxes to
support hydrogen cell technology development or otherwise.  Drill NOW and don’t
stand in the way for a single millisecond longer.  Quit FUNDING TERRORISTS by
forcing me to buy oil from them!  MANDATE U.S., drill U.S. – supply the U.S.  Not
no - but HELL NO!
54.)  Thanks for the opportunity to vent.  God be with you... and protect us.  The
fight is near.  The victory His.  I pray only that I will be of use to Him in it.

Jul 20, 2010 5:32 PM
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261 Thomas Jefferson and other founders of our country  would be amazed how long
it took before our representatives devolved into rulers and the government and the
governed reversed the balance of power. I think we have to take our freedom
back now, by any means necessary. The frog in the slowly warming pot is getting
pretty near cooked. Best regards & Shalom

Jul 20, 2010 5:33 PM

262 Many of the questions were poorly or confusingly worded.  For example: 

"3. Many Americans believe socialists control America. Do you agree?"  Do I
agree that many Americans believe such or do I agree that socialists control
America? 

"23. Should parents who refuse to allow their minor child to attend firearms safety
courses be held financially responsible for ALL firearms related damages their
child could cause?"  I don't understand this question at all. 

"30. Will Americans have to use arms against Islamic Jihadists?"  Is this not
already the case with our military? 

Perhaps an audit of this survey is in order? :)

Jul 20, 2010 5:44 PM

263 several of these questions were not a simple yes or no answer but I answered
them the best way I thought the questions should be answered.

Jul 20, 2010 5:48 PM

264 The founders of our nation reserved for us the means to forcibly take our freedom
back from crooked politicians and we may very well have to utilize violent action to
reverse the direction the current crop of socialist elitists are taking our beloved
country.
Keep up the good work, JPFO

Jul 20, 2010 5:50 PM

265 This survey addresses several issues that do not have "pat" answers, but really
do need to be brought to the publics' attention. I do not have all of the answers,
but I believe that the questions can be answered with better solutions than what
we have in place today. The current administration is not interested in solving any
of these problems, just creating more to be solved at a later date, if at all.

Jul 20, 2010 5:58 PM

266 I'm very pessimistic about the future of our country, as judged by my the survey
answers.  There were 1 or 2 questions that I have to think about:  one is would the
military attack its citizens.  If they truly follow their oath of service, no; however,
I'm afraid that there are some who put politics first (i.e., commanders who run for
office on the left agenda).  
Also, our family is extremely disappointed in the NRA's position in their climbing
into bed on the political left for short-term gain.
Also, the Judeo-Christian believes are being sold short, and soon there will be
EXTREME pressure on beliefs if Jews and Christians.  We will soon have to find
the character within ourselves to stand for our beliefs or face jail, ostracism, or
worse.
Thank you for allowing me to take part in the survey.

Jul 20, 2010 6:02 PM
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267 As I study the Declaration of Independance and The Constitution of the United
States of America, I find and understand quite well, that our forefathers intend the
Bill of Rights to be Untouchable and Tamper Proof and that IF any were
destroyed, such as the 2nd Amendment, that it is a felony.  Those who want to
take away our NATURAL RIGHT TO SELF DEFENSE given to us by GOD and
not by man are crazy.   There are those that believe, some are in our own
government, that the u.n. charter is more powerful then our CONSTITUTION OF
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERCIA.  IT CAN NOT be because the Constitution
has been around for over 234 years.  It IS a shame that our own people would be
for takeing away our right to keep and bear arms.  IF, I were to become the
President of the United States, I would put "TEETH" in our Bill OF RIGHTS, that
they could NEVER be tampered with for One Million Years!!!!!!   Next, mr. obama
must be impeached soon!!!!  He IS EVIL AND WICKED and MUST  be dealt with
quickly!!!!
    Sincerely,
        Duane Hinde

Jul 20, 2010 6:09 PM

268 On question number 12 "Do you think the American Government is doing enough
to prevent another 9/11 event?"
The government does not prevent such events, they hope for them as they use
each one as a opprotunity to pass even more stringent legeslation to control the
American citizens in the guise that "it is all for our security."
On Question #38 you ask if the Tea Party will grow to influence presidential
elections. I said yes, but that is only if there is not a false flag event blamed on the
Tea Party movement, which I believe may happen soon.
On question #45 you ask about replacing the income tax with a national sales tax.
I do not support replacing the income tax with anything. It should be abolished
and replaced with nothing. Income taxes do not fund anything but the interest on
the fiat money loaned to us by the Fed Reserve. 
#49 asks about climate change. If there is climate change, it is caused by the
natural rythems and changes of the earth, it's magnetic field and sun. Not by our
co2 emmisions. Whether it will cause the harm of the humane race is a moot
point, since we can do nothing about it in the first place.
#53 asks about buying electric cars. Yes I would buy one, but not because I think
it will help with "anthropogenic global warming," but because I do think the oil
companies do cause harm in the immediate environment in which they are drilling
and we need to start looking for alternatives besides fossil fuels. It is quite
possible it may not be one sorce that replaces oil/coal, but many. Hydro-electric,
wind turbines, solar, bio fuels, etc, etc.

Jul 20, 2010 6:12 PM

269 My "I don't knows" does not mean that I don't have an opinion, it just means I
really don't know which way it will turn out,(too many variables)

Jul 20, 2010 6:14 PM

270 seems the "important" questions elicit an "I don't know" answer, most times... Jul 20, 2010 6:15 PM

271 I wish to thank JPFO for being such a strong advocate for 2A issues and the
RKBA.  As a Christian-American, I am proud to be a member of such a wondeful
organization.

Jul 20, 2010 6:16 PM
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272 We are coming to a time in which all manner of life as we know it will change.
Some of this is biblical; some even say it goes farther back than that..  There is
nothing we can do to stop the war that is coming and it will be a world war, though
fought as revolts against governments in every country. 

This is not a time when we should cower in church and wait for the world to end.
We should be out there trying to survive. This will be a battle of good vs. bad and
the side who stays alive will carry on with re-building life on this planet. 
The elitists are engineering this war as a reduction-of-citizens effort.. Fewer
people are easier to control and if the majority of the fighting opposition is killed,
then the rest will obey. 

I do not advocated starting a war against our government or even fighting a war at
all. Fighting is exactly what they want. I DO advocate being prepared for survival
in the worst conditions. I should have a good 50 years left to my life and I intend to
live them all.

Jul 20, 2010 6:26 PM

273 I didn't know about manditory gun safety classes in High School b/c I don't beleive
we should steal from our neighbors to pay for our own kids education.  Marx
thought we should but our Founders didn't.
I love JFPO!!!!

Jul 20, 2010 6:31 PM

274 Thanks for all you do.  I am proud to announce that I am a member of your great
organization to all who dare debate.

Jul 20, 2010 6:39 PM

275 #2 - Will America Survive? Question much too subjective. What kind of "America,"
by what criteria?
#12 - Can Gov. prevent 9-11? Depends on what you mean. Since the gov.
CAUSED 9-11, the only way they can prevent it is to stop foreign intervention and
eliminate the empire.
#13 - Significant terrorist events are occurring daily now. The US government IS
the terrorist organization.
#18 - Americans can produce anything they wish in a free market. The only
question should be why there is no free market.
#23 - Parents are already responsible for their children, firearms use included.
#25 - The gov. can certainly try to tax the internet. The effort will skew the market
and cause people to make other arrangements. 
#26 - All tax is theft. Nothing should be taxed, including firearms, etc..
#32 - Force out non-tolerate religions? Become the aggressors? No way. Without
political clout, their "intolerance" is their own problem.
#33 - Worse is better? What's that supposed to mean?
#37 - No "state" - no government should have ANY power to mandate or control
any kind of education. 
#50 - Sure, audit the fed, then eliminate it. 
#51 - Gov. should have no role at all in what anyone uses for money.
#52 - Part time legislators may sound good, but they can perpetrate just as much
evil as any other kind. Do you really need others to control your life and steal your
property to pay for the privilege of that servitude?

Jul 20, 2010 6:42 PM

276 I believe that there is little hope for "We the People" and this Republic. I think that
there will be a false flag before the Nov elections and the US Government and the
MSM will blame some terrorist group. People talk and states will talk but they will
do little to nothing, states are afraid to lose US Gov. money and the people are
afraid that they will go to a FEMA camp.

Jul 20, 2010 6:42 PM

277 After thinking about the situation of our nation and my own situation, I believe that
Americans will be victorious if we embrace God and the phrase, "Live Free or
Die!"   Freedom is the ability to choose God without any hindrance, of which
Statism is second only to pride in being a hindrance.   Statism, or socialism, is evil
because it forces us, sometimes with guns, clubs, and tazers, or tricks us into
worshiping a group called "The State", in place of God.   I prefer the
inconveniences of Liberty to the Damnation of Tyranny.

Jul 20, 2010 6:59 PM
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278 The Fed Res needs to be abolished, along with the IRS.  The government collects
enough money through all the taxes on every bill we pay and everything we buy.
We don't need any more taxes!  We need our troops home and stop fighting these
illegal wars, we need our borders closed and the illegals sent home, and last but
not least we need the UN out of this country.  All the criminals in DC that are
committing treason need to be tried, and if found guilty, prosecuted to the full
extend of the law.

Jul 20, 2010 7:06 PM

279 A number of the questions can not be dealt with the three answer option, as you
know, everything is 
related.

Jul 20, 2010 7:10 PM

280 4. Do you think voting in November will make a difference?
 Yes-- If it don't We'll be closer to a C.W.
24. Should the government have the power to censor the Internet?
Should the government have the power to censor the Internet. No, the
government should no power to censor anything Period.

Jul 20, 2010 7:22 PM

281 MANY gradiations need to be introduced to many questions, examples:
Will there be violence in the military. As a former Marine I make these estimations.
15-20% follow ANY ORDER
50-60% BALK/REFUSE TO FIRE ON CITIZENS
15-20% JOIN PATRIOTS AND BRING "GOODIES" WITH THEM.

Jul 20, 2010 7:22 PM

282 Your questions reveal a very Right-Left way of thinking.  There are many of us
who reject the Right-Left paradigm altogether, and view BOTH "sides" as the
enemies of liberty.  When our political processes start including a NONE OF THE
ABOVE option, there will be hope for real liberty.  Until then, it's just words
spouted by either one bunch of liars or the other bunch of liars.

Jul 20, 2010 7:25 PM

283 To me, the answers to some questions needed a fourth option, such as "possibly".
Why did you remove the "o" from God?

Jul 20, 2010 7:28 PM

284 Thank you for this survey, we really need to get the message out to the true
americans.

Jul 20, 2010 7:42 PM

285 i do not want the federal ,state or local goverments having any rights,only the
powers we allow under our inailiable,constituional,and bill of rights, less
goverment= more liberty and kill federal irs taxes and get rid of the federal reserve
only the federal goverment should coin money not private banks at crazy
interest...

Jul 20, 2010 8:02 PM

286 The greatest threat to the Constitution is the United States government. Jul 20, 2010 8:05 PM

287 Keep your powder dry. Jul 20, 2010 8:06 PM

288 Thank you for asking and thank you for standing by the constitution. "gentlemen
we must all hang together or surely we will all hang separately"

Jul 20, 2010 8:16 PM

289 When has a government given rights back to citizens peaceably ???? Jul 20, 2010 8:21 PM

290 I will only accept, and am in favor of, a national sales tax only if ALL other federal
taxes are abolished, and the IRS' function becomes collection of revenue from
retail businesses.

Jul 20, 2010 8:26 PM

291 G-D Bless Jul 20, 2010 8:27 PM

292 You must first serve a tour of duty in the Military in order to run for public office,
especially for President.  How can you send our boys  to war if you have never
experienced sitting in a wet fox hole with the rain dripping off your helmet into your
mess kit on your cold food.  Even if you are not physically fit, you can still work in
a military environment.

Jul 20, 2010 8:30 PM

293 Some of you questions should have ended "with at some point." Yes i belive the
government will try to confiscate gold and silver but when that will occur I do not
know.  Also on the question about Social security a follow up question should be
"do you expect to see any benefit from Social security even though you have
contributed to the program.  I am 49. I don't believe I will ever collect social
security.

Jul 20, 2010 8:30 PM
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294 one of the pet projects of mine has been to abolish the wage.....excuse me
income tax and to institute a national sales tax. my example the average guy who
buys a johnboat at sears for 500 dollars will pay less than the wealthy guy who
buys a 500,000 dollar yacht. if the tax is structured properly and excvludes certain
items and income groups.

Jul 20, 2010 8:34 PM

295 #5 If there's even a "program" left to cut from in 3+ decades when I qualify.
#6 Only if people unify and remember we are constitutionalists first. The serpents
will be removed.
#7 The media and spineless, special interest politician sack of vomits are being
paid by the same puppet masters.
#19 I know it's already here.
#25 Probably. The mis-appropraiting non representing representatives are
running out of sources. The working man will pay!
#33 "worse is better": I've always considered to be completely predicated on
situation. And, just to keep it current there isn't a "worse" better than what's going
on today.
#38 I hope so.
#39 Only if they serve in a war not just time of war.
Carson Koziol
Northern Nevada small business owner
Carsonkoziol@yahoo.com

Jul 20, 2010 8:35 PM

296 Our Bill of Rights Culture must be honored and faithfully implemented by every
Citizen within this Republic, whether they're native born or naturalized!!

Jul 20, 2010 8:48 PM

297 The government has pushed too far and as a result a revolution will occur soon
that will be directed at dismantling the present government power base, and re-
establishing the American Republic based upon the original US Constitution and
Bill of Rights. All taxes should be suspended as the Constitution does not allow for
them. The people will demand that there be no more career politicians, and that
we revert to the Congress being appointed by  the state, and the elimination of the
personal vote, as America is a Republic, not a democracy. All constitutional
amendments passed after 1850 should be abolished. The police state mentality
on America also needs to be dismantled. Our guns are not going to be allowed to
be taken away or registered, and Americans will use their guns to take this nation
away from the communist/socialists/Marxists that now control it.

Jul 20, 2010 9:00 PM

298 The entire money and banking system in America and much of the world will soon
fail because it is all based on worthless fiat money created by the central banks
from nothing and backed by nothing. It is too late to stop what is comming and it is
comming sooner than later. It doesn't matter who the politicians are or which party
is in power because it is all comming down and they cannot stop it no matter
what.  I may die in this upcomming war and probably will, but since I was going to
die anyway some day, I'll die without the mark of the beast because to die with it
is a sure ticket to hell and death is preferable to that.  Today is a good day to die,
but I am going to take some of the bastards with me first.

Jul 20, 2010 9:03 PM

299 The firearm's safety questions -- at first it may seem like a good idea to have
firearms courses taught in school, but I don't think government schools should be
in charge of teaching anything that would have moral implications.  I'm not saying
gun safety isn't important -- but keep it in the private sector.  
Firearm's shouldn't be taxed, as we depend upon them for our survival - our
natural born right to protect ourselves - it is like taxing air.
The elitists will have successes and losses...but there are many more of "us" than
there are of them, long term success, likely not.  Freedom is far more potent than
anything an elitist can bribe somebody with.
I doubt that the gov't will be able to compel anyone to turn their silver or gold in...if
they came for the gold - I'd be willing to bet that they would be met with the same
muster if they came for our guns.  Theft is theft.  Aggression begets aggression.
Military use against American's -- I would like to hope that there would be an
upheaval of command if they were asked to do anything against their oath to
uphold the Constitution, but I imagine U.N. force would be used against us before
our own military...but I'd hate to find out in either case.

Jul 20, 2010 9:05 PM
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300 This country is in serious shape! We have an electorate that listens to main
stream news & doesn't question what they hear. as long as the government allows
the citizens to have their big screen TV's, sports and cold beer, no one will
complain & will just rubber stamp whatever the politicians dream up. The United
States as we know it is over unless something is done to stop the insanity coming
out of Washington!!! During the American Revolution, 1/3 of the people believed in
the Revolution, 1/3 wanted to stay with England and 1/3 weren't committed to
either side. Do we have 1/3 of the population with us and the Consitution now? Do
they even teach the Constitution in schools now??? Or have they re-written
history???

Jul 20, 2010 9:06 PM

301 I wanted to answer 'Yes and No' to many of these questions.  Some of the
questions prompted me to think to what degree they were 'Yes' or 'No' which
made it hard to choose one absolute answer or the other.  Many of my answers
ended up 'I don't know' because, frankly, I can conjecture all I want, but I really
just don't know.  We'll find out together, no doubt.

Jul 20, 2010 9:07 PM

302 12. The U.S. is applying EFFORT to avoid another 9-11, but a lot of what they do
is counter-productive.

35.  Bringing all troops home immediately is a bad idea, but bringing a lot of the
troops home ( from Germany, Japan, etc) over the next couple of years and
putting them on the southern (and northern if necessary) borders would do a LOT
for Nat'l Security.

39.  Illegal aliens should go home, and apply to the U.S. Consulate in order to join
the U.S. military to become U.S. citizens.  Showing up at a recruiting office in the
U.S. as an illegal alien is NOT the way to do it.

Jul 20, 2010 9:13 PM

303 I have considered an electric vehicle because I only commute 3 miles and I
haven't found a good weather tight human powered vehicle.

Jul 20, 2010 9:24 PM

304 Some questions were ambiguous, so I marked "don't know." On other questions, I
really didn't know what to think, and marked the box accordingly. On the ammo
tax issue, I was thinking of the Pittman-Robertson Act ( do I have that right?),
which many game departments find very helpful. On a purely political level, or
pure 2nd amendment level, I would be opposed to any such tax.

Jul 20, 2010 9:36 PM

305 11. I believe it will happen again as it did under Lincoln's administration. He
allowed the slaughter of civilians and imprisoned over 12,000 who did not agree
with his cause. I don't condone his assassination by any means, but he got what
he deserved.

Jul 20, 2010 9:37 PM

306 I am going to send you a book about the history of mental health in america see
you tom sanborn

Jul 20, 2010 9:40 PM

307 #15 - I live in California and don't really like to express my views publicly in this
liberal state. I value my property. 
#18 - Yes, but through automation which will not increase jobs. Automation will be
only way to compete with 3rd world work forces, at least until the US becomes
another 3rd world country.
#32 - Yes, but not for a long time (40+ years).
#35 - Only if they were stationed to protect ALL of our borders.
#39 - Illegal aliens should be arrested when they try to enlist. 
#41 - They may try, just like they may TRY to confiscate guns.
#50 - Should be abolished.
#53 - Only if it made financial sense for me.

Jul 20, 2010 9:46 PM

308 The worse things get, the more people will cling to their guns. If the politicians and
bureaucrats become frightened of the people and try to confiscate their guns,
that's when armed rebellion will occur. Things will fall apart very quickly after that.

Jul 20, 2010 9:47 PM
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309 The Federal Reserve Banking gangsters and their allies should be prosecuted,
found guilty of massive thievery and crimes against the American people, found
guilty and executed within the hour of the verdict in the court house. Any politician
that breaks his oath of defending the US Constitution when discovered should be
impeached within 48 hours of being discovered.
Nullify all anti-gun laws immediately.  Eliminate the BTF & the Federal Income tax,
and the Homeland Security, Gestapo type spy agencies immediately.
Make a law that will execute all militant homosexual perverts that are discovered.
Impeach all judges that legislate from the bench immediately.
No homosexual perverts shall be hired as teachers ever, and sexual information
should be tought by the parent.

Jul 20, 2010 10:03 PM

310 What's missing in the answer set is the option "I don't care."  Several questions
presume the legitimacy of the state in the available phrasing and response set,
but at least some of us need a response to reject this self-conferred legitimacy
completely.  To some questions--perhaps whether paper currency should be
backed by gold and silver--the answer "I don't know" could convey that the
respondent simply hasn't come to a conclusion, and does not of itself presume the
legitimacy of the state.  However, asking whether politicians respond to gun and
ammo purchases, or whether full-time politicians should be replaced with part-
time politicians, etc., really deserves a response option that says, "I don't care
about this.  Governments abuse power for exactly one reason:  they have it.  And
so part-time tyranny is no more welcome than full-time, period, full stop."

An "I don't care" or "I don't consider this a valid question" response would be
instructive, too, for assessing the suitability of each question.  "Do you believe the
phrase “Worse is better”?"  What, exactly, does this even mean?

I'll be the first to admit, I care only about the libertarian-authoritarian continuum
and so probably I'm a little crankier than most.  Particularly sickening are the
obvious red herring subjects like "illegal immigration" and "Islamic Jihadists" which
serve only to exploit otherwise decent people against each other in a way that
always and forever benefits...the state.  To any question with those words in it, the
answer I want is, "uh, I'd much rather focus on the home-grown tyranny pointed at
all of us, thanks;  the only reason these words even have the meaning they do is
because said tyranny has enabled it.  Next!"

__________________________
All that said, I'm always harsh on surveys because I always seem to fall outside
the expected demographic.  Always.  I do wish to convey that I very much
appreciate the work that JPFO does.  (That work is not with surveys.  It is, rather,
the tiresome and largely thankless task of demanding the discussion of the real,
uncomfortable question:  what is the moral justification for disarming the
peaceable, given history's relentless insistence that no such justification exists?)
Find the truth and tell it, and let people see it for what it is.  Please don't ever stop
doing that!

Jul 20, 2010 10:06 PM

311 A good survey. Very timely. I look forward to the results. Jul 20, 2010 10:16 PM

312 America is now ruled by a fascist police state. Elements of it orchestrated the 9/11
attack, the OKC bombing, even the Kennedy assassination. The only answer to
the police state is secession. As a born and bred Sothron, I despise the hell out of
the Evil Empire that strives to rule the world with an iron fist, USrael.

Jul 20, 2010 10:22 PM

313 When Injustice becomes law 
Resistance becomes duty

Tommy J(efferson) and the Framers

Resist

Jul 20, 2010 10:38 PM

314 I would like to know your thoughts on whether or not America would be safer if all
our troops were brought home.  I don't know

Jul 20, 2010 10:41 PM
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315 while i do believe the answers i have just given are accurate as far as they go, i
don't think they go far enough. i believe the answers are all going to be
determined in the good timing and grace of our G*D and through Him alone. any
other way is only by thieves and robbers...

Donnie Brison

Jul 20, 2010 10:52 PM

316 WE ARE AT A TURNING POINT IN OUR HISTORY.WE STILL HAVE A CHANCE
TO REMAIN FREE AND SAFE IF WE GO BACK TO THE ORIGINAL INTENT OF
OUR CONSTITUTION.

Jul 20, 2010 11:07 PM

317 Considering inflation and deflation, (questions 19 and 20)  I think both are going to
happen in succession.
  I'll tell others about the 'Battle of Athens' now that I have seen it.(question 44)
  Unfortunately, we couldn't immediately back our currency with gold since the
price differential is so horribly out of whack.  There would have to be some serious
deflation and stop our cash printing press.  There should definitely be gold
backing our money as it once used to be.
  Thank you

Jul 20, 2010 11:20 PM

318 I think it's awful, the ease with which Obama, Pelosi, and Reid are destroying this
country.

Jul 20, 2010 11:21 PM

319 22, 37 - Government has no business being involved in education
19, 20 - We will have a deflationary depression ending in a Hyperinflation
45, 46 - There should be no Taxes of anykind in a free state.
50 - The FED needs to be abolished not Audited.

Jul 20, 2010 11:26 PM

320 I fought for my country in Viet Nam, I will fight against it...IF it trys to take away my
constitutionally protected rights. First in peaceful protest, Then at the ballot box,
and Then with my very life if need be. God Bless America

Jul 20, 2010 11:28 PM

321 Sadly enough it is going to take more than words to make this country right again.
At some point a strong leader is going to have to rise with the help of the majority
of american people and the almost full support of the citizens to prevent them
from being steamrolled by the established broken system. This country is under
attack from all sides and the current government does nothing about it and limits
what the citizens of this country can do to protect themselves. There is so much
that can be done and isnt, makes me sad to see the country I have served for so
long going the way that it is.

Jul 21, 2010 12:03 AM

322 #48 I would hope the increase of gun and ammo sales with a huge increase in
sales would open the eyes of our politicians.The american people are waking up
and are not going to let ANYONE run over them.GIVE ME LIBERTY OR GIVE ME
DEATH

Jul 21, 2010 12:09 AM

323 Why is the "O" left out of God Jul 21, 2010 12:11 AM

324 Good survey Jul 21, 2010 12:15 AM

325 Our gov. is at a place where it will more than likely be replaced. Hopefully W/O
violence but I fear violence may be in store. I fear a terrible ideological clash in our
future.
" Violence, naked force, has settled more issues in history than has any other
factor, and the contrary opinion is wishful thinking at its worst. Nations and
peoples who forget this basic truth have always  paid for it with their lives and
freedom".
                        Robert Heinlein

Jul 21, 2010 12:23 AM

326 3% won the first revolution; will we find another 3%??? Jul 21, 2010 12:28 AM

327 Freedom by any means Jul 21, 2010 12:53 AM

328 question 53. Buying an electric car will be useless when the US  government
shuts off the electric power to the masses  to keep them from having the ability to
congregate and protest the illegal  takeover of our once free nation.

Jul 21, 2010 1:03 AM

329 I am in favor of smaller government where ever possible. Jul 21, 2010 1:05 AM
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330 I believe 9/11 was a "false flag" attack.  I believe the Eisenhower and Kennedy
warnings have come to pass and the government of the United States of America
has been hijacked. Both parties are controlled by the same powers so our votes
are ultimately meaningless.  For all practical purposes the Constitution is a dead
letter.  It can only be resurrected if enough Americans are willing and able to spill
blood without compromise.

Jul 21, 2010 1:08 AM

331 Keep on pushing. In the long run, I think we will prevail but a few noses are going
to get real bloody! "To ensure peace, prepare for war."

Jul 21, 2010 1:29 AM

332 It's hard to judge the future of this country, because anything can happen.  Who's
actually in control? Will the military turn on the people? Will the Tea Party prevail?
The outcome is directly dictated by what the majority of WE THE PEOPLE do.
If we don't UNITE we will be conquered by the pseudo elitist one world govt
"WACKOS"

Jul 21, 2010 1:31 AM

333 My family is preparing for a disaster in the social order, which will come if this
country stays on its current path.  I hope politicians take note of JPFO and the tea
party, etc. and change but I don't have a lot of faith in that because there are too
many people who want handouts paid for by the "rich" that will vote for anything
either major party offers without thinking about the long term cost to LIBERTY and
FREEDOM.  If my brother-in-law is representative of union members, they are no
better than the lazy freeloaders.

Jul 21, 2010 1:38 AM

334 Gods judgement  is on America for turning against Him and Israel. Look up your
redemption drawth near !

Jul 21, 2010 1:41 AM

335 Thanks you for your work!!! Jul 21, 2010 1:41 AM

336 I have faith that We the people can regain control of this rampaging behemoth
that is eating at the morality and prosperity of our children. We can, and we must
if Freedom is to survive.
There is no easy path from here, no moral highroad, no easy button.
G-D will show us the way...
Wake up, Stand up, and Speak up, heck for that matter, Act up!
Liberty depends on it!

Jul 21, 2010 1:43 AM

337 I am a student of Bible prophecy and have read the end of the book. I believe G-
d's word will be fulfilled. I have been praying that G-d would have mercy on
America and spare it for it's righteous people. I also am praying that G-d would
raise up strong men and women with courage, wisdom, and HONOR to stand
against this administration so we don't repeat the the mistakes of the church
during Weimer Germany. May G-D help us.

Jul 21, 2010 1:49 AM

338 I have left many questions unanswered because I believe that those questions are
far too subjective to have a simple yes or no answer.

Jul 21, 2010 2:05 AM

339 7. Equally dangerous - they are partners in tyranny
8. But not by government mandate
12. Wrong question. Government is the cause of the problem, not the solution.
22. Not in government-run schools, rather in the family
23. Tricky issue - criminal, no, civil, maybe
26. Except in the context of a sales tax, then maybe
27. The criminal ones do, but so do criminal citizens
37. I oppose government education

Jul 21, 2010 2:08 AM

340 'will America experience a terrorst attack before the November election?'
Why would they jeopordize  one of their own's chances of seeing more of his ilk
elected to office to support him?

Jul 21, 2010 2:17 AM

341 22. Should firearm safety training be a standard mandatory course in high school?
No, it should be provided by every homeowner/responsible family member who
has children at home. The responsibility starts at home, not school.

Jul 21, 2010 2:22 AM
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342 It's time to sink the mother ship and let the states band together as they please.

I have dropped my NRA membership due to their stance on Disclose ACt and
leaving everyone else in the gun community to hang out to dry. Shame on the
NRA.

Jul 21, 2010 2:37 AM

343 Obama is a Kenyan born, Indonesian citizen with no American citizenship. His
sealed records are proof of his lack of citizenship. He is a muslim with the goal to
harm America. JPFO should attack his claims of citizenship.

Jul 21, 2010 2:42 AM

344 Unfortunately many of the questions needed much more than a "yes" or "no" - an
"I don't know" can be a frustrated "yes, but" or "no, unless".

Jul 21, 2010 2:51 AM

345 It is a shame that people in America do not know what it MEANS to be an
American.  When all of America wakes up, we will have OUR country back the
way it was originally set up.  If all people would treat each other with the "Golden
Rule" what a difference it would make.

Jul 21, 2010 3:13 AM

346 This is the most destructive administration in the history of our country.  Nobama
has a mission to destroy the American way of life.  He is a Muslim and underneat
really hates America.  He is a traitor and should be impeached or worse.   I
believe he should be hung.   This is too great a country to allow one "Diaperhead"
to destroy it.
GOD BLESS AMERICA &  LONG LIVE THE U.S.  CONSTITUTION.

Jul 21, 2010 4:10 AM

347 The current socialist/radical regime have thumbed their noses at the US
Constitution in situation after situation. They would be more at home in Bolshevik
Russia when Lenin and Stalin were around. They have no respect for our noble
history and our great ideals and wish to overturn our civilization as we know it.
The Second Amendment  must be honored and recognized and all Americans
should be prepared to defend themselves, their families, and America itself from
these Bolshevik-like looney radicals.

Jul 21, 2010 4:27 AM

348 #11 Lincoln's armies attacked southern noncombatants with his knowledge; what
has happened will be tried again.
#7,15,24 Freedom of speech always, we don't have to buy it.
#31 UN forces will be brought in.
#37 Taught be who's interpretation?
#41 It was done by Franklin Roosevelt. It will be tried again.
#48 Influences confuscation. 
#49 Biggest government money grabbing hoax ever.
#53 Electric cars are fine for who ever wants them but will create new hazards.

Jul 21, 2010 4:29 AM

349 I am not voting for any incombunts....  let's start allver Jul 21, 2010 4:43 AM

350 I believe we will soon see things that we can not yet even imagine.  But I also
believe that G*d is in charge, and liberty will prevail.

Jul 21, 2010 4:51 AM

351 I HATE THE DIRECTION I COUNTRY IS HEADING, AND I DETEST 'CAREER'
POLITICIANS.  BUT, I DON'T KNOW ANY COUNTRY THAT IS BETTER THAN
OUR'S---SO I'LL STAY HERE AND HOPE FOR THE BEST IN YEARS TO
COME.

Jul 21, 2010 5:10 AM

352 Not sure if this once great country can be saved or not before those who seek to
destroy it through socialism have their way with it?  Government has way
overstepped its bounds with trying to regulate healthcare and tax us into oblivion
to pay for it.  let alone the assault on our freedom to defend ourselves they seem
hell bent on taking away.  Un-armed subjects are much easier to rule though!

Jul 21, 2010 5:31 AM

353 banning guns is B.S., making more crap laws using loop holes or however is a
bunch of crap too.  Usually the people that aren't exposed to guns and learn gun
safety are the ones who blow there own heads off messing with it.  guns are
everywhere.... legal or not.  everyone should at least have some knowledge.....
and get em when they are young. the sooner the better.  they won't be curious
and kill the damn dog in the process. be smart

Jul 21, 2010 6:12 AM

354 Embrace entropy.  The laws of nature do not compromise. Jul 21, 2010 6:32 AM
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355 One size does NOT fit all. The current US is too big to govern and it's
unsustainable. It should break up into individual states/regions which can govern
themselves better for their people. Implement Panarchy at all levels as much as
possible, to give people a choice between overlapping, competing governments in
the same areas. No more gov't monopolies! Protect everyone's inherent right to
INDIVIDUALLY choose which gov't's to support - it should be as easy as buying
goods and services in the free market.

Jul 21, 2010 8:14 AM

356 It is so disgusting what is happening in America today and the lack of patriotism in
some, the greed and underhanded 'deals' the government is involved in...they
have stolen our social security, ransomed our future in all the debt, just merrily
keep at it and are not holding themselves accountable...the minds of these
politicians are out- rageous and the people have GOT to stop letting them get
away with such treason...who the heck do they think they are?  They are
supposed to be working FOR us, not against....they all need to be held
accountable and kicked out of WA!  As for that nut case of a man in the
presidential seat...impeached and sent to Levinworth!  The worst person to
disgrace the Whitehouse and the Presidency!!  Shameful!!!!  How has this nation
sunk so low.....it's just sickening!

Jul 21, 2010 9:30 AM

357 you provide a wonderful web sight, thanks!! and keep up the good work... Jul 21, 2010 9:53 AM

358 #12 - Prevention of all attacks is impossible by anyone
#18 - Only if we could get rid of influence of unions
#26 - Only with a sales tax, like everything else

Jul 21, 2010 11:32 AM

359 I don't want the government ruduced, I want it abolished.
You can Liberty or Government, but not both at the same time.

Jul 21, 2010 11:48 AM

360 I want to take just a second to thank you for all you've done.

Jim Singleton

Jul 21, 2010 12:02 PM

361 Very good questions, and I love the fact that you brought up the Battle of Athens. I
will have to check it out, but you are referring to Vets coming home from WW II
and finding tyranny in their own home town.
Also, reference 507 BC Athens Greece. Cleisthenes' "democratic" constitution
was a direct result of peons such as I, scaling the Acropolis and defeating
Isagoras and his Spartan mercenaries... this one I truly enjoy

Jul 21, 2010 12:09 PM

362 8. What is Judeo/Christian values?  If you mean Christian values then yes
America must remain Christian.

12.We loose more freedom as government gives us more protection.

40.A non violent revolution is currently taking place with the
RestoreAmericaPlan.net .  It is the most exciting freedom program taking place at
this time.

Jul 21, 2010 12:52 PM

363 This great nation will never fall as long as true Americans have life and breadth. It
was built by a rag-tag splintered group of men and women using muskets, knives
and bow-and-arrows; against the greatest military force in the world (at that time).
We will never surrender, never back down, never bow down.

Jul 21, 2010 12:56 PM

364 Sorry for the I don't knows.  I don't know everything, nor do I pretend to. Also, I
tend to be middle of the road independent.  Thanks.

Jul 21, 2010 1:07 PM

365 We simply need to return to the original Constitution and Bill of Rights and
ELIMINATE "professional politicians" from out government!

Jul 21, 2010 1:47 PM

366 The federal government should be much smaller, and more power returned to the
individual ("free and independent") states, as originally intended by the framers of
the Constitution.  Government in general should have less power, and citizens
should be taught to be more self-sufficient.

Jul 21, 2010 1:47 PM
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367 Our system of checks and balances is broken because we have an impotent
Congress.  Why are Congress People so afraid of defending their oath to uphold
the Constitution?  Unless they too believe America as it was needs to be replaced
with something modern and progressive.  What happens then?  Where is
common sense, logic and personal responsibility hiding?

Jul 21, 2010 2:08 PM

368 Q: 22- I believe firearms training should be available to all who want it at any age.
Q: 1- Term limits would be the best way to influence federal elections.
Q: 31- If the military is called on to quell american citizens then it is already too
late because the government has access to enough weaponry that even a few
military faithfuls would be able to seriously defeat any american citizen revolt .

Jul 21, 2010 2:17 PM

369 "Worse is better"?   This is subject to such wide interpretation that I can't
determine the question behind the question.

Jul 21, 2010 2:29 PM

370 You can call it socialism, but it's more like the communists are in control and
leading this country to communism.
I believe that we should demand state nullification of un-constitutional federal
laws. The people must stop paying income taxes to the feds. You kill a parasite by
removing or starving it. End revenue sharing. Nullification of all federal agency
rules and direct enforcement authority. This includes all gun regulations, traveling
rules and regulations (repeal all non-commercial licensing and vehicle
registration).  And if that doesn't work, all crimes should be decided by juries who,
whether court advised or not, decide the validity of the law violated as well as the
crime. And finally state secession.

Jul 21, 2010 2:33 PM

371 A push survey with many questions that can not really be answered by the three
choices provided.

Jul 21, 2010 3:11 PM

372 We must infiltrate the two major parties themselves and take them over for the
constitution.  We must follow the John Birch Society's model of monolithic
direction and stay in small elite units keep on setting brushfires of freedom in
man's mind.  We must work together or we will hang together!  This cannot hit the
streets of revolution, they OWN the streets, we need a Restoration of our
constitution, not a new government.  Term limits are only a vote away.  Education
and infiltration are the keys.

Jul 21, 2010 3:41 PM

373 I have been working hard to educate folks about Fabianism and what the Framers
Constitution is.  Our We The People group in Vancouver, Wa has been promoting
the Healing of America Seminars.  We are looking to teach those all over the
State of Wa and the US.  Blessings to you for all you do for preserving our
Liberties!

Jul 21, 2010 4:07 PM

374 " 31. If the U.S. military attacks Americans will this cause a violent conflict inside
the military?"

I think that if the Government decides to use the military against Americans, only
about half will comply. As a prior service member, I still know many who will come
to the side of the people!

Jul 21, 2010 4:08 PM

375 MOLON LABE Jul 21, 2010 4:28 PM

376 Start appealing to state legislators to repeal the sixteenth amendment (income
tax)  and the seventeenth amendment (popular election of senators).  A
constitutional convention with these objectives would end the IRS and give back
to the states their rightful representation as envisioned by the founders.

Jul 21, 2010 4:45 PM

377 I support JPFO and I vote. Jul 21, 2010 4:52 PM
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378 Some of the questions were hard to answer positively based on the language of
the question. I was told about  the "Battle of Athens" but not relative to an article
on the www.jpfo.org site. I don't believe the military will attack American citizens in
America under martial law -- some may follow the order, others won't. Same with
civilian police. Can elections make a difference and can legislative activity turn
this around? -- Yes! It can. As to "worse is better," if that speaks to conditions here
getting so bad that long term congress-critters (Lautenberg, Durbin, Schumer,
Frank, et.al.) are sent home, then worse is better. But some electors will never be
convinced. The existence of a TEA party took me completely by surprise. I didn't
think anyone was that aware. Now that it's here, I'm convinced some states could
secede, that some 'safe seats' have become contestable. The previously
apathetic have begun to notice. Rev. Jeremiah Wright may be right -- our
chickens may be coming home to roost -- in a way they don't expect!

Jul 21, 2010 5:02 PM

379 We ARE in the Biblical End Times...we are closer than ever to the return of Jesus! Jul 21, 2010 5:02 PM

380 Since our National news is always bad, you have to consider the news is by
design. This would explain why the news has nothing to do with common sense or
of any intigrity.

Jul 21, 2010 5:39 PM

381 #33.  I did not understand, 'Worse is better" because I knew not the context to
frame it in.
Thanks and Go JPFO!!

Jul 21, 2010 5:55 PM

382 Thank you for doing this, I hope the JPFO will publicize the results. Jul 21, 2010 5:57 PM

383 How reasonable is it to be fighting wars against people who share the exact same
doctrine and laws with the "allies" we buy-off, arm, supply, train, and generally
give stature in the world?     How reasonable is it to embrace a people whose
ancient Arab moon-god Allah (neither historically nor textually the same as the G-
d of the Jews) calls for our willing subjegation or destruction and denies its
followers any right to become our friends - 14 times?      Why do our military and
political leaders confide in and trust these people when their translated and
correlated doctrine is so easily available through www.politicalislam.com 
The fully verifiable explanation for the Fort Hood shooting can be found there: "An
Oath Violated?" article, which speaks of much more than a Muslim Major's
thought processes.     Is it not past time to "know thy enemy"?

Jul 21, 2010 6:33 PM

384 Pray G_D we will survive this difficult time. Jul 21, 2010 6:56 PM

385 many questions have more than one answer. Jul 21, 2010 7:31 PM

386 This nation is in deep " doo-doo ". The Almighty is judging this nation due to the
fact we as a nation have turned our back on Him....

Jul 21, 2010 7:35 PM
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387 Q.4. -- Only if the TEA Party succeeds in waking up the "sheeple" and getting the
"armchair" politicians off their couches.
Q.6 -- A National Strike would only further de-stabilize the Country; nor would it
work given the fact that Unions control Government Services -- a strike would only
work if you could shut down sections of "non-essetial" government for a few days
(anything other than police, emergency crews adn the like)
Q.8 -- Yes, in that these two religions put heavy emphasis on the divine law of  the
"Golden Rule" and resulting commandments and their deep respect for life;
consequently, even conservative Pagan / Heathens like this writer will adamantly
support this view, especially since the Supreme Creator is the ultimate guarantor
of the Constitution and the Principles therein detailed.
Q.10 -- If pushed to the edge, yes, but the hope is that this can be resulved
throught the channels of voting and legislation.
Q.11 -- Heavens forbid. The US would be no more.
Q.14 -- Yes, there will be elections, unless the powers undermining our
Constitution succeed in bringing about de-stabilization Kenya-style.
Q.17 -- Only if sufficient de-stabilization occurs. This would be the end of our
Country.
Q.18 -- There is no manufacturing to speak of left in the U.S.
Q.19,20 -- Worse yet, stagflation.
Q.28 -- For one, you don't want to stiffle a debate; for another, you don't want the
real haters, like the Nazis, the Black Panthers and La Raza going underground
like they did in Europe -- you want to be able to see your enemies, however
unpleasant the sight is. So long you keep them out of the sphere of our schools
and the education system.
Q.32 -- Yes, if and only if they become intolerant; however, if they take a "live and
let live" attitude they should be left alone.
Q.35 -- That is very impractical and unrealistic thinking -- at this time in history,
impossible.
Q.37 -- That was the will and intent of the Founding Fathers; we allowed us to drift
from it, and surrendered education to unconstitutional elements, socialists,
communists and increasingly to Islamofascists.
Q.28 -- Yes, but it's not powerful enough yet, and needs to grow much more in
order to re-establish Constitutional Principles and push back on un-American
attitudes.
Q.41 -- Implementation process has begun. Gold coin and bullion became
reporting requirement on 1099's with the Obamacare bill.
Q.42 -- There are still too many "disconnected sheeple" and "armchair politians"
left, who will allow this to happen. And the presence of these uneducated sectors
of the population will allow it to happen.
Q.53 -- Only if I lived in the City. However, I live "out back".

Thank you for the survey. It's about time someone asked these questions to feel
th pulse of the nation. Keep up the good job.

Jul 21, 2010 7:56 PM

388 Return to the Constitution Jul 21, 2010 8:28 PM

389 Great Survey..not sure how it helps. I"m doing my part by educating people on
firearms.

Jul 21, 2010 8:51 PM

390 Thanks for your good work.  I havent seen your add in Shotgun news lately do
you advertise anywhere else?

Jul 21, 2010 9:02 PM

391 some of the questions such as #7 should have both (are as dangerous as each
other) as an option for an answer

Jul 21, 2010 9:42 PM

392 i am sorry for the I don't know answers because, i can't draw a forclusion on
some.
I would like see more of the JPFO stepping out mainstream, many do not know of
you

Jul 21, 2010 10:15 PM

393 Thank you for providing another voice Jul 21, 2010 10:24 PM
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394 I think people are ultimately too weak to do anything. A man once told me people
will quit a habit when they are good and ready. I do not believe Americans are
ready for change, or will be ready for change until they are literally in poverty. And
I think they'd still be too stupid to know how to get themselves out of it. My peers
are mostly socialists, with my friends being more republican and libertarian
leanings. However, most of the young people today are more socialist oriented,
and I fear, we will never be the nation we once were, and ultimately, it will fall, but
not crash. Just a slow steady downward spiral.

Jul 21, 2010 10:36 PM

395 I feel some elements within the Military may attack the American people.
However, once the military realizes what is happening they will side with the
American people.

Jul 21, 2010 10:55 PM

396 I firmly believe that the Democrat party is dragging America into socialism and
unless the younger generations wakes up to tyranny and they will lose most of
their freedoms before they die.  It is time for all Americans to take back the county
and live under the constitution with in a budget no matter our skin color, religious
beliefs or political party.  The current politico's leading this county are not
Americans. Vote Republican this year to start the ball rolling to freedom.

Jul 21, 2010 10:58 PM

397 As for a national sales take.  To support it with out seeing the scope of who and
how it will affect Americans cannot be done.  Your survey could have included
"could you support" on several questions.  The survey as prepared forces "I don't
know"  responses because insufficient information is supplied.

Jul 21, 2010 11:02 PM

398 I believe the socialists are in control.  Look at Sotomayor, Kagan.  Look at McCain
voting for amnesty, look at Kyl not wanting to filibuster, look at all the RINO's the
RNC supports, never mind looking at the Democraps  Look at NRSC supporting
Crist over Rubio.  Even look at the NRA, my former look to source.  I can go on,
but you get the point.  I thank G_D for JPFO, GOA, CCRKBA and some other
worthwhile organizations.  Athens may be more than just a city one day.

Jul 21, 2010 11:32 PM

399 States rights trump federal laws! Jul 21, 2010 11:53 PM

400 I am fearful yet cautiously optimistic that things will turn around. They have to! If
conservative Americans, lovers of our constitution don't get out the vote and
congress remains as it is currently, it will be time to get supplies ready and hunker
down.  The Jewish community continues to blindly support the Obama
administration, much to the peril of Israel and our own safety.  If Israel has to
preemptively strike Iran and Iran unleashes it's power, there will be no place for
Jews to go.  I fear for the future of my spiritual homeland and I ache for this
country in which I was born.  November will either turn the tide or be the beginning
of a very painful end to these United States as we know it!

Jul 22, 2010 12:54 AM

401 It's time to secede from Washington DC. Nothing will fix that place. Jul 22, 2010 1:07 AM

402 lets hope we can change this mess obama is getting us into, what bush didnt fix
obama is making worsr..time to impeach and 2010-2012 voters better get out and
do the right thing...God bless America

Jul 22, 2010 1:46 AM

403 We need to rember what our boys and girls fought and died for in past wars and
not belive in what some people are tring to sell us as a perfict world be like. It will
never happen. Stop voting party lines and vote for person to do what you want
them to do, if they dont vote them out PERIOD.

Jul 22, 2010 1:47 AM

404 #7 Sometimes; #23 damages their child DOES CAUSE; #39 If their service is long
enough; #45 no more than 1%; #49 climate change is NOT anthropogenic.

Jul 22, 2010 2:12 AM

405 So much is still very much up in the air. But there are clearly fascist forces loose
in the land; they are primarily imbedded in the democrats, and there needs to be a
huge hue and outcry against all that they stand for. It needs to be made totally
socially unacceptable to be a fascist/progressive/elitiest.

Jul 22, 2010 2:17 AM
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406 OUR PRESENT GOVERNMENT ARE SIMPLY FATCATS THAT ARE OUT TO
MAKE AS MUCH MONEY AS THEY CAN.  THEY MAKE LAWS TO THAT
AFFECT.  OUR PRESIDENT IS TRYING TO DESTROY THIS WONDERFUL
COUNTRY.  HE SAYS CHRISTIANITY NEVER WAS IN THIS COUNTRY.  HE
DOES NOT KNOW HIS US HISTORY VERY WELL. EVERY BUILDING IN OUR
GOVERNMENT HAS  IN GOD WE TRUST ON IT AND ON THE FURNITURE.
OBAMA IS PUTTING PEOPLE INTO POWER IN THE SUPREME COURT THAT
ARE MUSLIMS WHO ARE OUT TO RULE THE WORLD.

Jul 22, 2010 3:52 AM

407 GOOD QUESTIONAIRE

RODGER C. CLAPP
DELTONA, FLORIDA

Jul 22, 2010 4:37 AM

408 Thank you for caring! Jul 22, 2010 4:40 AM

409 please give results. Jul 22, 2010 4:49 AM

410 very good and well thought of questions.  I don't think our government could beat
"we the People" if they attacked us - besides it is only a minority of leftist that
would even think to do so - they are severly out numbered.

Jul 22, 2010 12:44 PM

411 As far as revolution, etc. most Americans are apathetic.  Too many are unwilling
to work and would rather have the government take care of them.

Jul 22, 2010 1:32 PM

412 How dare the goverment and the media. Our constitution states that we the
people should abolish the goverment. Also, look at Roosevelts speech of 1907
with regard to immigrants. The media is toxic.

Jul 22, 2010 2:14 PM

413 Q. 49 should have said anthropomorphic or "man made" climate change. We're
certainly seeing climate change, I just don't believe we're the major cause.

Jul 22, 2010 2:27 PM

414 Dunno how a lot of these things will shake out. I hold out some small optimism
that we can retrieve our country by peaceful means

Jul 22, 2010 4:53 PM

415 This Christian thanks you for all you do.  May you and Isreal be blessed. Jul 22, 2010 5:58 PM

416 I don't know who G-d is but I pretended you meant God...you know...The
Almighty. Damn, whats the problem here people?

Jul 22, 2010 6:04 PM

417 Judeo-Christianity is impossible since Judaism hates Jesus Christ.  Any who
profess such a combination actually support Judaized Christianity which is
comparable to Satanic Christianity.

Deflation will follow inflation just as it did in the 1920s and 30s.  Thus, both are
expected, as it has been the SOP of the International Jewish banking cartel.

Jul 22, 2010 6:13 PM

418 good varations on questions Jul 22, 2010 7:53 PM

419 Democracy cannot exist when the people discover that the government will give
them money. We, of course, are well into that stage; as a result I see a falure of
our economic system in the near future

Jul 22, 2010 8:07 PM

420 In place of yes-no-don't know responses, a scale of possibility would have better
suited some of these questions. For example the NWO question, I think the
possibility is high they'll succeed, but I don't want to say yes they will as they
would signify giving up the hope that we'll succeed.

Jul 22, 2010 8:08 PM

421 Why is the south so over looked by the MSM Jul 22, 2010 11:44 PM

422 I love this country, but fear the government. Jul 23, 2010 12:12 AM

423 Thank you for all that you do JPFO! I shared you on my page and darn proud to
do so!

Jul 23, 2010 2:52 AM

424 i do not believe that the rise in temperature is do so much to mans fault because it
started warming before man. i believe our goverment at least part of it wants to
destroy this country and the Jews the choosen. i believe that islam is the
decendents of ishmeal. i believe mohammed was listening to Lucifer. i believe that
the american people and this country was established by G-D to bring the Jews
back, all tribes to full fill the Phophecies and the promise to Abraham.

Jul 23, 2010 11:53 AM
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425 On the electric powered vehicle, I would consider purchasing one if all the
government kickbacks were removed from the funding of the vehicle, the price
was inline with other vehicles on the market, and the style wasn't that of an egg.

Jul 23, 2010 1:20 PM

426 Sure, some mil/LEO's will follow any order, but not ALL will.  I believe folks are
waking up.

Biblically speaking, the NWO will be established when the man of sin takes over.
When that happens, nobody knows (but G-d).  However, we still need to fight for
freedom as we can hold off G-d's judgement from America.  When nations
repented of their evil in the OT, G-d withheld his judgment upon them.  The same
can happen to America.

Jul 23, 2010 2:56 PM

427 We need to take our country back from the socialists now in power. Jul 23, 2010 5:40 PM

428 I believe that the next few years are going to be very troubling for the majority of
Americans. If things keep going as they are now, we will see mass unrest among
the citizenry for rightful reasons.

Jul 23, 2010 8:26 PM

429 On the question- would ALL troops coming home make america safer- dont you
think thats a little broad? I feel troops are nessasary in places like South Korea,
but maybe not in Iraq/ Afganistan.

Jul 23, 2010 9:51 PM

430 Once before in my lifetime was there talk of police coming to our homes to
confiscate our firearms, I hope you remember it!

Jul 23, 2010 11:46 PM

431 Many of these possible scenarios depend greatly on the outcome of the midterm
elections in November. Stay alert and angry and let the pols know we are
watching.

Jul 24, 2010 12:37 AM

432 We need to return to our Constitution and Bill of rights plus bring God back into
our lives.

Jul 24, 2010 12:38 AM

433 A lot of thought provoking questions. I had to stop and think about a few of them. Jul 24, 2010 1:58 AM

434 some of your questions are leading. Jul 24, 2010 2:24 AM

435 I think the future of America is hanging on by a thread and that we the citizens of
this country will have to take some action to preserve it.  
When there a more people subsudized by the gov't than the ones that are working
then elections will have very bad effect on the U.S.

Jul 24, 2010 2:26 AM

436 some questions are to vage Jul 24, 2010 4:29 AM

437 I do not trust the government to adhere to a 10% flat income tax...every year they
would bump up the percentage to pay for their outrageous spending and
wages...in the matter of a few years they would have the flat tax up to 50%...if not
more.

Jul 24, 2010 8:35 AM

438 Given JPFO's membership, people taking this survey are likely more radical than
the average of NRA members, for example. America is approaching a crisis in the
full meaning of the word; what path we take depends on what people (and
politician-critters and central bankers) do in the present.

Jul 24, 2010 9:41 AM

439 Some of the questions were hard to answer, because the answer would depend
on other actions etc. not mentioned in the question.

Jul 24, 2010 11:39 AM

440 Did not know enough about some questions, shame on me. Jul 24, 2010 2:27 PM

441 ... Jul 24, 2010 2:30 PM

442 Biblically speaking, I do expect things to get worse before better and the socialists
to end up with a "one-world-order" for a time.  But I do expect a revolt and
freedom to return but not without the blood of many.  Mine if necessary.

Jul 24, 2010 6:50 PM

443 Get rid of this half-breed Muslim before he takes us down the road of total
destruction along with the Congress. Also, where is his birth certificate? The
middle class has their belly full. The revolution is imminent. We are armed, bring
them on. Arizona is only the beginning.  War is hell, you have it coming.

Jul 24, 2010 9:23 PM
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444 If true Americas, that being loyal legal citizens don't pull their heads out of the
sand. We will experience hell on earth. The Constitution and true American
History is not being taught in our schools. Books such as I have two daddies or I
have two mommies are allowed in schools. Same sex marriage is Okay? It
distinctly says in the BIBLE it is an abomination to our GOD. So federal,state, and
local governments have more say so than our GOD? The same GOD the
founding Fathers of this country worshiped! If Americans don't wake up to this
republicon and democrap society they might as well put heads between legs an
kiss their a_ses good by. Divide and conquer, looks like it is working. May the
GOD Almighty forgive us AMEN

Jul 25, 2010 1:17 AM

445 i believe america , great britain, and the nation of judea,will cease to be nations in
the very near future,because of there sins,GOD will allow them to be destroyed,
and taken captive into other nations.

Jul 25, 2010 1:32 AM

446 Govt. should not be in the censorship business, either "mainstream media" or the
internet. Knowledge is power, and the key to knowledge is information. If today's
liberal media were "muzzled," tomorrow's conservative, or even simply accurate,
media could also be. 

The idea of term limits was not considered when the Constitution was drafted
because it was assumed most people would have to earn a living and then some
would "give back" to society by serving a term or two as the people's legislative
representatives. The notion of career politicians would have been ridiculed as
being too close to a ruling aristocracy, and we had recently fought a bloody
revolution to eliminate that. Perhaps it's time to refresh the Tree of Liberty again?

Jul 25, 2010 2:08 AM

447 Interesting questions. Jul 25, 2010 3:38 AM

448 IF CONSRVATIVES & INDEPENDANTS DON'T VOTE OUT THE DEMS IN
NOVEMBER THEN WE ARE ALL SOOOO SCREWED. BETTER STOCK UP ON
GUNS, AMMO AND FREEZE DRIED FOOD NOW BEFORE THEY BECOME
ILLEGAL AND/OR TAXED OUT OF SIGHT-----.JUST IN CASE. REMEMBER--
"JUST BECAUSE YOU'RE PARANOID DOESN'T MEAN PEOPLE AREN'T OUT
TO GET YOU"........

Jul 25, 2010 3:52 AM

449 I ask everyone to stand together. We the people have so much power if we unite.
Take a stand and don't just set there in front of the tv watching sports and drinking
beer. You know who you are.

Jul 25, 2010 12:34 PM

450 This is a good, thought-provoking questionnaire.  Thank you. Jul 25, 2010 1:21 PM

451 GUNS, AMMO, CANNED GOODS, AND A SOURCE OF GOOD DRINKING
WATER,  PRECIOUS METALS, AND SPICES,  AND LIKE MINDED TRUSTED
FRIENDS WILL HELP IN THE COMING UNSTABLE TIMES IN THE USA.

Jul 25, 2010 3:08 PM

452 There are many systems in place, that are designed to mis-lead the public. 
TV and Radio should never be government regulated
New legislation to limit career politicians, is definitely in order.
Teaching of the constitution in schools should be mandatory.

Jul 25, 2010 5:46 PM

453 You should add another question:  Do you vote and will you vote in upcoming
elections?   x yes   no     dont know

Jul 25, 2010 8:10 PM

454 Thanks for the opportunity to participate. Jul 25, 2010 9:05 PM

455 #3 Too complicated for a  yes-no answer
#26  They already do 
#38  If managed correctly, it could make a tremendous difference. But I think it
must not affiliate with any party
#41  No, they will tax it, somehow.

Jul 25, 2010 9:09 PM

456 I think we need to destroy all gun control and unconstitutional laws.  We need to
thoroughly examine all laws and hold them up to the constitution and get rid of
those that conflict or restrict our rights.

Jul 25, 2010 11:39 PM
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457 Question#. Comment follows:
5. Should expect cuts, but political reality says NO.
7. As a tool of political collusion and conspiracy, Yes
11. Pogrom likely against non-conformists
18. Possible for domestic consumption
22. Should be taught by parents and grandparents, to their children , in the home;
along with the Declaration of Independence, US Constitution and Bill of Rights. 
33. "Worse is better" than what?
39. If illegal aliens are serving in the US military, someone failed to perform a
background check. Should NEVER happen!
49. Any change will harm some, may help others. Real climate is never "static"
and is always in some state of flux; regardless of man.
52. Limiting government power to the Constitutional basics could allow this to
work. Not as government and public morality currently stands.
53. Not at this time.

Jul 25, 2010 11:52 PM

458 I wonder how much longer Americans will put up with the destruction of our
Constitution and our liberties.

Jul 26, 2010 4:59 AM

459 Obama Bin Laden aka  African Muslim Communist aka Obamunist, Nazi Lugosi,
Whorehouse Harry Reid, Bernice Francis the other liberal Scumbags and the
RINOS such as MCScumbag of Arizona must go so that theUnited States has a
chance to prosper once again.  I am hoping that we will have elections in
November unless the African Muslim Commie declares Martial Law.  It is difficult
to say what our military will do. I have heard rumours about retaliation of  some of
the members against the gov if  Martial Law is declared.  Don' forget that Paulsen
was quoted as possibly declaring Martial Law if the Bailout was not passed.

Jul 26, 2010 5:35 AM

460 hit what your shooting Jul 26, 2010 1:53 PM

461 I am very cynical about where America will end up.  I had to answer "I don't know"
to many questions because I really don't know which way the wind will blow.  I
know what I want to believe, but I have little faith after what I have seen.  I think
there will be a change in the next election, but mostly for the wrong reasons.  I
don't believe the average American is self educated enough to know what or why
they support what they do, and I've never felt so close to the edge of a cultural
and economic collapse in my 53 years.  I have never seen such outright blatant
and openly egotistical corruption in this country and I believe we have deteriorated
to to brink.  If I could see 50 million Americans stand up and scream for
Constitutional justice, I would feel we can restore our Republic.

Jul 26, 2010 7:45 PM

462 Keep up the good work Aaron.  I am not without hope...just too realistic to think
this will get fixed without getting much worse first.....

Jul 26, 2010 7:57 PM

463 interesting survey.  someone has done their homework.  keep up the good work.
                                                                             thank you.

Jul 26, 2010 9:43 PM

464 I  feel that our country is in a world of trouble if we do not take it back from these
socialist politicians.  the democratic party is not in sinc with americans.  they think
that they can talk muslims into leaving us alone.  If obama and his  followers are
not stopped, and stopped comepletely.

Jul 27, 2010 2:15 AM

465 I welcome the dissolution of the USA as the only means for restoring our liberty.
Secession and nullification at the state, local, and personal levels are our only
hope to combat Leviathan. Voting at the national level is a waste of time unless
you are voting for Ron Paul. The Sarah Palin wing of the tea party doesn't get it.
They are basically populist red state fascists who do not understand the
correlation between the warfare and welfare states. The illegals are just
scapegoats. We are the biggest threat to our liberty. We are fools if we beg the
government to "solve" this problem. Lindsey Grahamn and Chuck Schumer would
love to solve this problem for us. The real problem is the erosion of property
rights, the welfare state, labor and minimum wage laws, tax and regulatory
burdens, ect...The military will do whatever it is told to do. I wish I could believe
otherwise. I trust in natural law and natural rights. The mainstream religious
leaders of all faiths and denominations are spineless apologists for the state. They
are more dangerous than the media and the politicians combined.

Jul 27, 2010 5:03 AM
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466 We will soon have a revolution that will hopefully eradicate the immoral and
corrupt from our country. The law enforcement community cannot be trusted
anymore. Martial law will be declared and it will begin. Politicians will seek to
disarm the country as they did during Katrina and that will ignite a firestorm
against this corrupt political machine that has destroyed this country. Americans
who believe in God and the principles and documents that started this country will
have to eliminate or dissect from government and the population the liberals who
have soiled our history, flag, and country. The socialist’s liberals who populate our
schools of learning must be washed out to sea. This country must be taken back
by force from the degenerate filth that holds public office now.

Jul 27, 2010 5:49 AM

467 Our forefathers are rolling over in their graves as we watch with impotence, as
Obama, hater of Americe, Jews, and White people is working to bring down our
nation with no EFFECTIVE resistance. He is empowering our enemies and
destroying us on numerous fronts: economic, military, legal (erosion of our
freedoms). Why is our government allowing this? These are -once again- "...the
times that try men's souls."

Jul 27, 2010 7:54 AM

468 This country is clearly headed in the wrong direction and, unfortunately, far too
few people seem to realize it. As we approach a situation where half of the
country is benefiting from the growing trends toward socialism, it seems less likely
that we'll have the critical mass of support from citizens that we'll need to turn
things around. The politicians and the corporations that own them will never
willingly give up their power, so revolution may be the only alternative. It's
happened before!

Jul 27, 2010 5:44 PM

469 This nation shall defeat the communists within. The only question is can we hold
this nation together without violence? I pry that we can, but if it does come free
men shall prevail.
Thank you for the opportunity to participate.

Jul 28, 2010 4:14 AM

470 I am disenchanted by our government on all levels and I fear the only difference
between republicans and democrats at this time is the rate at which we become
socialistic!  We need leadership which is not afraid of offending the leftists in this
country!

Jul 28, 2010 2:42 PM

471 I prefer liberty with danger to peace with slavery. Our Socialist Government has
ignored our God given rights and made our Constitution meaningless unless it
meets their needs to accomplish control over the American people. The History of
Liberty, has at times, been preserved,protected and fought for with the blood of
tyrannts and patriots. Perhaps when our words for liberty,freedom and our pursuit
to be happy fall upon deaf ears, it is time to take up arms. That is our responsibilty
as a free people. Not just for our individual benefit but for the benefit of all
peoples.

Jul 28, 2010 7:06 PM

472 Difficult to answer questions regarding children's education since I regard the
public schools to be a vast wasteland

Jul 29, 2010 12:35 AM

473 I believe  that if the Ten Commandments, the Constituion of the United States and
amendments, The Bill of Rights replaced every law on the books  our country/
lives would be easier and happier, 95% of the government employees would no
longer be needed

Jul 29, 2010 1:38 AM

474 thanks Jul 29, 2010 5:19 PM
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475 Great questions, a few questions border on a fanatic point of view! Careful whom
you let join this web page and this important cause, as there are a few whack jobs
out their that would take some of these question deeper then just to heart.

Some questions here can be used as tools by fanatic right wing militant groups,
and then others could be seen as by the left wingers as anti American
government.

All the Constitutional law changes being passed today are designed to try and
silence and eliminate Personal freedoms. everything from use of Government
lands for camping, 4x4, and hunting.  Still and video cameras are everywhere
street lights, not just at schools, hospitals, airports and banks anymore.

Probable cause Searches of automobiles without a court warrant, Armed Law
enforcement drills in public schools, The creation of Home Land security to
replace of the power of each states National Guard. 

Border patrol and civilian check points, new restrictive passport laws and freedom
of travel outside and upon return to within the borders of the United States. 

Liberal arts and the enforced doctrine of Socialized anything!

Socialism = The Former Soviet Union, North Korea, and Cuba.

Jul 29, 2010 7:02 PM

476 God bless you, fellow Patriots! Jul 29, 2010 9:01 PM

477 Our republic is truly at a fork in the road.  Will the "One Global Govenment"
eliteists win out?  I don't know, but I hope not.  Will the US military fire on
american civilians?  I hope not.  The "Main Stream Media" cannot be muzzled
without muzzling ALL speach.  We have to find a way to remove the traitors from
our midst.  They belong in prison.  Will the "Tea Party" bring about real change for
the good?  Maybe.  If the movement isn't stolen by opportunists.  If the
DemoCommies stay in power it's all over.  Our republic will be lost.  Our Kenyan
usurper's only purpose is to destroy as much as he can, as fast as he can.  I hope
things can be turned around before it's too late (If it isn't already).

Jul 30, 2010 1:25 AM

478 There will always be elections, but they will matter less and less over time. The
vote counters will eventually make all the decisions, not the voters.
The best hope would be to get away from a two-party system and start a no-party
system. Each candidate would have to run on his/her own statements or record.
Since the rep's and dem's control the election process this is very unlikely.

Jul 30, 2010 2:21 PM

479 Many questions were of the "false dilemma" variety.  No third choices were
posited, and only "either-or" answers were possible.  Poorly constructed and
biased.

Jul 30, 2010 7:40 PM

480 Communists must be wiped out in America. Jul 30, 2010 8:37 PM
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481 #2 we will not survive under the current administration unless we revolt. #3 the
socialists and marxists are already here, we do not have to fear any foreign
enemy as much as we have to overthrow, trample, eliminate and remove the
current threat within our country.  They want to destroy our sovereignty!  #11.  the
grand plan is to use the Oil Spill of April 2010 as the excuse for martial law...any
sizeable (cat 3 or higher) hurricane coming near the gulf, Obama will declare a
state of emergency/martial law/mandatory evacuations of the gulf coast from
Florida to Texas up to 200 miles inland.  Armed troops, foreign and USA, wearing
blue UN helmets, will enforce the situation and go into our homes and
seize/destroy our guns!  #4 The situation described in (#3) will cause roughly 20
million Americans to be displaced before the November elections.  People will not
be worried about the election...they will be worried about how they are to live and
survive.  Therefore Obama will issue another of his "edicts" and declare the
elections are cancelled and the Congress remains as currently populated...he has
complete control for 2 more years.  #24  The administration will try to control or
abolish the internet...probably will nor succeed.  #26  Taxes on ammo and guns
are already rising and will continue to rise.  People are arming themselves for
defensive purposes...and so am I !  #31  there have been surveys in the Army and
USMC asking "would you fire on a citizen if ordered to do so?"...i think about 30%
of those asked replied in the affirmative.  #40 Yes, we are almost there...but not
enough people have been wakened to the facts...most think "but it can't happen
here in America"...HA!  "IT" IS HAPPENING RIGHT NOW, AS WE TYPE!  #41
Paper money is almost KAPUT!  get gold and silver now!  When the dollar goes
down the drain it will be replaced by the AMERO, standard currency for the
NORTH AMERICAN UNION (USA, Canada, and Mexico) (please see
www.spp.org or spp.com)  #42  the goal is the NWO...see previous comments.
The UN is WORTHLESS.  It is full of dictators, thugs, and murderers.  Cut off the
$$$ we waste there, revoke the immunities, dis-establish their missions,
embassies, and ambassadors and let them go somewhere else...not on USA
SOVEREIGN SOIL!  #48  It had better influence their thinking...because WE THE
PEOPLE ARE COMING!  I hope they all...every one of them...have brought their
resumes up to date...come November they are ALL out of a job!!  #50  Audit the
FED...TWICE!  and then DISBAND it...abolish it...ignore it...fire the employees
and turn the building into an apartment complex for illiegals!!  Thanks for the
opportunity.  If your website is bugged...good...let them come and talk to me...i'll
straighten them out post haste!!

Jul 31, 2010 7:42 PM

482 #2 America will survive, I don't know in what form.
#39 Should not be the only reason.

Aug 1, 2010 12:20 AM

483 The socialists will never release their power without armed revolution, a civil war
will break the union, with the southern and western states defeating the northeast
and pacific coast states. Any attempt by the UN to interfere will be met with
massive, no quarter resistance.

Aug 1, 2010 3:25 AM
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484 I belong to a 9/12 group and tea party, I love my country and as Maxine Waters
and Pelosi and others claim that I(we) are racist. That is a bold face lie. I would
love to see JC. Watts, or Col. Allen West and Star Parker and there are others be
our leaders of tomorrow. Color is and never has been and issue for me and I feel I
can say the same for all I know. We are greatly concerned and aware of our rights
being eroded and we will not stand for it. We wait to see how the elections fare,
and if there is any voter fraud  and intimidation it will be noticed and dealt with.
There are more of us then them and we will make sure our country remains a
Republic.  We are all also concerned and aware what is going on in other
countries regarding the Radical Muslims and we will not allow them to take our
country and make it theirs with Sharia Law. We see how they have taken over
other countries and have their own areas, and their laws , This is America and it
will not be permitted here. The same goes for the Mexicans. Go home and come
back the correct way and speak English, and leave jobs for Americans. We do not
understand why Mexico's immigration laws can be enforced and difficult but they
do not respect our laws. For all to long Americans have had a good heart and
allowed ourselves to be trampled upon. People better look into what the Person
residing in the White house who thinks our constitution is and old document  is
doing in Kenya, along with his cousin who ran for President. Our money does not
belong there doing evil. American Taxpayers work hard and they are almost out of
patients. God Bless America Ps. None of us like the idea that if we had certain
bumper stickers or were for Ron Paul or whatever that we were considered
Terrorist. We all know who the real terrorists are. Check out Washington. They
just put suits on but inside those suits they are still terrorists.

Aug 1, 2010 3:56 AM

485 I just read Hannah Erandt, Eichman in Jerusalem: a report on the banality of evil. I
was astounded to realize that Nazi efforts were only efficacious when and where
they were able to organize a Jewish Council to make lists of Jews in their
community, register and distribute the yellow star badges, organize deportations,
report assets of Jews, and in many situations even direct a Jewish police force in
rounding them up to put them on the train. It makes me wonder how future "nazis"
will try to coerce local religious and civic leaders into cooperating with the
implementation of whatever new program they are working on. Most alarmist
chatter I hear/read is focused on the federal stage, but how will the evils so feared
be implemented on a local/community level in my home town and that of others?
How can we anticipate that implementation and fight it ideologically on a local
level? Just as it was completely unworkable for the Gestapo and SS to round up
all the Jews for the "final solution" without the full cooperation of their own familiar
leaders, even so any drastic, sweeping, tyrannical measures attempted in our own
time and place would require similarly suicidal participation.

Aug 1, 2010 5:16 AM

486 I had a premonition in early 1985 that within 25 years there would be a civil war as
we have never seen before on soverign American soil.  I have maintained this
belief ever since, speaking freely of it through the 14 years I owned a gun shop, &
the past 11 years on line where ever possible.  In the '90's, when I spoke of
tyranny within our government, I was called an idiot, among other things; but I
have never backed down in my beliefs.  I spoke loudly before the past presidential
election that we may never see another election as 'We the People' know it in
America again.  I still believe that will come true in our lifetime.  I have stated the
U.N. is, in its' own charter, diametriclly opposed to the constitution of the U.S.
which should be enough to have its headquarters thrown out of the United States.
Until the federal government can figure out a way, maybe by U.N. treaty, to totally
disarm the American people, the NWO will never come to be.  Therefore, our
illegal in the White House, will find a way to bring U.N. troops from other countries
into the U.S. to ATTEMPT the disarmament.  They will find, as did Japan in Wll,
that they have awakened a sleeping giant who will fight like our forefathers did at
Concord & Valley Forge.  May the God of all christians & jews stand beside us in
our time of trial, for we will surely need His help.  You have my permission to use
any of my comments along with my name before them; Jerry Mark Brinkman
1Aug2010

Aug 1, 2010 7:03 AM

487 Thank you for a sobering survey Aug 1, 2010 11:18 AM
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488 1. truth drugs should be used in swearing in ceremonies at all levels of
government.
2. only Christians, those that believe in Jesus Christ as their Savior should be in
office.
3. Americans who want to go armed should be allowed as long as they are not
felons.
4. news media should be held accountable and prosecuted for not telling the
whole truth.
5. the Illuminati, Tri-Lateral, Bilderburgers and CFR, all non Constitutional traitor
groups
   should be TERMINATED!

Aug 1, 2010 2:32 PM

489 I did not like how several of your questions were phrased which made it difficult to
give a sincere answer. Your question of can Americans produce manufactured
goods again, of course we can but only if we re-implement tariffs, or revert to a
third world nation. There is no way the American worker with his wages, and
environmental and worker safety protections can complete with a dollar a day
wages to make the same product in the third world. 
        I found your question of expelling people of other religions who hate
Christianity/Judaism to be border line racist. To my knowledge their is no religion
that calls for the extermination of Christians and Jews. I take your question to be
inferring  to radical Islamic fundamentalists, but that's not a religion but a faction
within a religion, and it would make no more sense to expel all Muslims from
America than to expel all Christians because some Christians are Dominionists.
Let along the Constitutionality and morality of such an action. I also take exception
to your question of should illegal aliens who join the military be granted citizen-
ship. If the illegal alien is willing to learn English and become a member of our Bill
of Rights culture and protect the Constitution from all enemies Foreign and
Domestic, I say welcome to America; otherwise send him back were he came
from.

Aug 1, 2010 4:59 PM

490 Suggested question:  
Do you believe the Federal Reserve Bank is largely responsible for our current
economic problems?  
Do you believe the Federal government will attempt to stop barter or any
transactions carried out in silver or gold?

Aug 1, 2010 11:16 PM

491 America has been a 'Fascist' state since the late 1800s. We have waged a war of
imperialism beginning with Hawaii (Vampire imperialism: shedding of innocent
American youth to expand corporate profits) and continuing to today's adventures.
We are an oligarchy where the rich oligarchs select the candidates and then
present them to the public to vote. The sheeple are too stupid to realize they are
being conned.

Aug 2, 2010 4:01 AM

492 I suspect the fall 2010 elections will proceed, but subsequent elections as we
know them could be in question.   Could a real or manufactured crisis be turned to
"sell the public" on the need for continuity?   Thank you for your efforts.

Aug 2, 2010 1:24 PM

493 The constant compromise of the NRA is playing a serious roll in undermining the
efforts of grass roots organizations in restoring our 2A rights.

The next JPFO project should be “No guns for the NRA” this project should show
how the NRA has been compromising making concessions and doing deals to
undermine our 2A rights.

Aug 2, 2010 5:17 PM

494 google Guardians of the Free Republics Aug 2, 2010 9:33 PM

495 The entire concept of "political correctness" and "hate speech" are the most
dangerous and un-American ideas to affect us in my lifetime (60).  It makes me
want to go out of my way to be "politically-UNcorrect" just on principle and in
protest.   Our public universities and many of our public schools have become
indoctrination camps for encouraging unholy perversions and anti-American
hatred.   I fear that it will take a couple of generations of very diligent work to
reverse the damage that has been done to American society by the
"progressives."

Aug 2, 2010 11:46 PM
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496 Question #32 is worded in such a way that I am not exactly sure of what the
question is asking.  This is also true of a few others but this one is the most
obvious to me. I think that you should reword that and some other questions that
are worded in that sort of manner. Also questions 45 and 46 although many like
this idea it would be terrible for those of us on Social Security Disability and all the
baby boomers for whom all their income comes from the government and is only
enough to get by on; what would all of us do if prices were raised appx 18 Percent
as many who like the Federal Sales Tax would want it to be. Social Security is
sometning we worked all out lives for and we paid into it all our working lives and
a Federal Sales Tax would have the same effect of taxing our Social Security and
Disability income which is barely enough as things are to support ourselves at a
lower middle class style of living.  I believe in and like a lot of things which I put
down no for because the ideas behind the questions although they in themselves
are good ideas are not thought through enough and could be asked in a much
better way.  I believe in all our bill of rights and believe that our present
government would like to take many if not all away from us. Whether they will
succed or not I do not know however and because you are Jewish you will not
believe as I do.  I am a believer of the bible and believe we are in the end times
that is spoken of many times in it and since I do believe it that means that soon
we will end up with a one world government sometime in the near future.  That
means it could happen within a year or maybe 30 or so years but my believe no
matter what I would like to see happen in our country which is for it to return to
what the founders and those who fought in all our wars to protect  want it to be.
Even though I believe that Jesus is Lord, is the christ I still love the jewish people
and the State of Israel because that is what God through the bible commands us
to do and I do support the people of Israel with what little my income allowes me
to do.  We are in a point in history where almost anything could happen
internationaly or within our great nation. Even though I got off subject please take
a look at the questions and think about making some of them more clear.  Thank
you and all my best to you and yours.

Aug 3, 2010 12:21 AM

497 obama and his administration needs to go! Aug 3, 2010 9:40 PM

498 A very thought provoking survey.  Seeems Im not as sure of things as I once
thought I was.

Aug 12, 2010 4:11 AM

499 2 = could go either way   5 = expect hyperinflation instead   6 = it couldn't hurt   13
=  possibly   
14 = probably   17 = we should   18 = if repeal rules and laws   26 = already are
30 = no b/c it will be U.S.  Govt.    32 = hopefully   33 = never heard, don't know
context   40 = hopefully   42 = Yes, it's Biblical
50 = s/b eliminated    Pretty good survey

Aug 14, 2010 3:49 PM

500 If things continue into Marxist Socialism as they have in the past there will be a
violent revolution  secession from the federal government in this country in less
than 5 years

Aug 23, 2010 3:11 AM

501 Stinking state indoctrination centers should cease to exist. Aug 23, 2010 3:31 AM

502 A lot of the questions could not be answered with a simple yes or no or "i don't
know".

Aug 23, 2010 3:44 AM

503 This was not a well-structured objective questionnaire.  Many questions were
loaded with multi-part political content that makes a respondent take a stand they
do not intend.  Example:  "Do you think climate change is taking place that will
harm humans?"  I wish to say climate change is taking place but will not
necessarily harm humans.  No way to state that in this quiz.  I give it a Fail for
design.

Aug 24, 2010 1:49 AM

504 27. While Illegal Aliens are a problem, the real threat is the Government and the
new controls they will seek to impose. For example, since 1986, the I-9, an
immigration form, is required for all new hires. Thus, the Federal Government can
monitor who is working for who or what firm.

Aug 31, 2010 6:06 AM


